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PREFACE

The. Nationa -Institute'of Education is:Committed to building knowledge
of the-processes and structures involved irr improving educational praCtice.
In line with these objectives,;the Institutejnitiateda collaborative-effort,
involving nine federally-supported educational laboratories and research and
development centers that had maintalpeff R&D activities concerned with -pro-
viding chrige support to the staffs of schools.attempting to improve educa-
'tional practice. R&D Centers include those at the University of California
at Los Angeles, the University of Oregon,. Stanford University, the University
of Texas, and the University of WisconSin. 'Also cooperating werethe Far
West. Laboratory for Educational Research and Develdpment, the Northwest Re-'
gional Educational Laboratory, Research for Better Schools, and the Southwest
Regional Educational Laboratory.

This compendium of assessment instruments for linking ageht training is
a small part of this larger cooperative effort to organize knowledge and re,

soureei.to support educational change agentt. Related compendia oeli=nking
agent support resources include E, ucational Dissemination and Linkin Agent

Sourcebook: A'Collectioll of Produc _sources and Career Development Oppor-

tuni es for Educational Linkin Guidebook to l'reliminary Pljmning.

and Locating Resources.

When work on this compendium was 'initialed, there was the expectation
that a substantial number of instruments might'be found. This did not prove

to be true. In fact, only a baker's dozen could be located that were reasonably

relevant to assessment for educationai linking agent, training. All involve

some form of rating (rather thah knowledge or performance testing) and the

majority fail to provide documentation meeting standards for educational ar't

psychological testt. If a more exhaustive search were .undertaken we have no
doubt that other pertinent instruments could be found. -However, we doubt

that the overall scope or quality of the collection would be improvedsigni-

ficantly. The critical user who is committed p,high standards, for test
development and documentation will find scant satisfaction in the quality
of this collect-kin. With a few exceptions, users will need to develop their

owndata on reliability and validity'

.

.This compendium does offer_ some help for thoSe at are lo6king for

assessmentinstrumentsu but that help may be more in e form of methods or

ideas about what_others have done than.in the identific-, tion of anlinstrument

that directly fits a_particular



.INTROD 1CTION

the educational dissemination- and changeliterature there is ample-.

evidence that hew ideas and practices are ! read !hest efficiently, and used

with greatest effect when their dissem on and utilization is facilitated

by a *soft or team of persons f rrrc.tioning as a linking agent who conilys.know-

i

ledge from. more distant,source, 1:zward ultimate users_. The various concert,

tions of roles and functions of linklng agents are dikussed elsewherp.(see

lippitt,and Havelock, 1968; Havelock, 1969; Piele, 1975;.Nash and Culbertson,

1977; BUtler at. ,
!918; and4logdand Cates, 19"78 randall (1977;

e

p, 216) offers- the followinc broad description that accommodates, a range of

particular roles:

A linking _agent is an individual who helps. others tngage
in preblemsoliinT by connecting them to appropriate re-

.

sources.. 4

In a recent analysis, qook!nd Cates (1978, pp. 81-84) noted that currently

V-tlie great majOrity,of educational linking agents are employed by short-term

projeetsthe,.,,,often exist on year-toYtar funding.-Because'tfiere is no. estab-

.

lished-conceptionofi*ofesSion for 1-inking:agents; there is no significant

-podl oftrair-d linkers ready tcvstepinto newjobs. flence,.most educational

dissemination or school improvement projects makedo with whomever they can

.4

TypicallYtneither the proposal .writer nor the sponsor tends to give

high priority to:training, scheduling of iime,to,accoMplish itCor allocating.;

signtfidhat funds 'to support t: FirWly, the need to begin. promptly to

accoMpliSh.project objectives and to deal Oickly with, pressing client de-

mands:becoms so _urgent that training,,time is invariaEy difficult to.ichedule.

The .reality is that project managers-must-place major emphasiS.bh-seleCtion



assignment, and initial job orientations, amend then count heavily on orwthe-

job learning to ake up the difference. Formal training, if'any, is. often

confined to, a feW days a year.

_These conditions maybe temporary and largely .due to the newness and

hoc character of most educational dissemination efforts But the Problem of.
'1

tempting to _accomplish complex linkage functioPS with 'unskilled personnel

very real. Part of this' problem lies in the fact that-the educational

linkage enterprise is too recent,' ambitious, fragmented, and.marginal

termS,of priorities, fiscal support, or.numbers'oflinking agents perlorMi.ng

similar roles) to have developed an adequate basis for understanding personnel

requirements or for developing adequate selettion assignment, training, and

support_Methods tp -meet the requirements. It is t}'en perhaps no Atrprise
.

_ -

that linking agent assessment is-primitive and Targely.ad hoc.

In order to provide linking genttrainers with some assistance In the

.

area of personhel and training assessments, search for sultable instruments.
-

was undertaken. Th4 icompendum Ind the attached instrumentation-are 'dr
.

.

, .. .

..

results of this search effort.- Over the past several nidnths, two searches

were 'commissioned. One was conducted by San' Mateo COUnty Ed66ationai\
,

Resotirces Center ( MERC); the tither by-the ERIC Clearinghouse on_Career.EdU-
\

cation through the direct-aSsistahce of the RDx.Repurce and Referral Service

e. .

.

.

.
.

Director. .These agencies were selected because, due to. -prior searches for \

lihking agent training' literature, their staff were especially well acquainted
n *

with the problemsof locating- documents -in this area.---Desilite this familiar-

ity,ity, these searches led us to only a fewjlistertation studies (two were signi7-

ficant for this report) and a limited number Of relevant instruments. In

addition, we reviewed.and included instruments.mdeAVailable by courtesy



of the Northwest RegionalEducational Laboratory Laker Training Service

.(LTS); the National Diffusion Network Technical Assistance Brokerage (TAB);

andll-he NETWORK, Andover, A.

We had originally expected to find a substantial number of-suitable
. C.

instruments and to produce a tompendiuMthat would. provide a useful source

for selction of reliable instrumentation,. However, this was not the

case. Very few instruments were found which focus directly on 'Vking agentr.

assessment. With few exceptions', anst of the instruments we found were de-

signed for spectfic often one - time,, purposes- provide data fora,

dissertation, conduct a needs-assessMent, evaluat training package

Docurr ntatioh regarding instrumentslesign developm nt, and validation

often sc -ty or non-existent. Apparently, this kind of doCumentatIon is too

expensive for onetime msers.

It is nur,conclusion that linking agent assessment is priMitive. Wbulcr-
.

be users of `assessment instruments should not expect-tojind much thats'

immediately usable. here of:the. available instruments can be

,adapted to' fit linking agent training situattons;Jiowever; the content is

limited and-the psychometric-quality iSnot high. Until More has been done.

to develop and validate-instruments'in.thiS area itis 'likely that potential

users may often be as well off designingjn truments to fit their own parti-
,

9cu+ar situations, as to attempt to find what they need among-existing instru-,

ments.

Before examining the instruments., contained in the compendium; it seems

useful -to review the types.of uses and methods that couldbe employed,



USES. OF LINKING AGENT ASSESSME6 INSTRUMENTS

Although our initial asSignmen was to search for instruments that could

be used-in connection with training of linking agentS interpreted the
...--

, we

assignment more broadly ti3'-includethe entire.area of p'rsonnel and training.

owever, we excluded instruments used by linkinragents, with client grou0S

accorplish problem-'solving or assistance funstiens.*

The following are "=some of the potential usesmf assessment instruments

for personnel'and training purposes:

Identification of requirements fp, r selection and aining

Selection (placment, assignments, promotion)'

t
-Training (assessment of entry,. progress, and exit competency)

Research-and'Evaluation

Each of these areas of potential use are described below along with a brief

commentary. of. the use ofinstru'ments forthat,purpose in connection with educe-
,

tion linking agents.

Crandall (1977' p 248) p ovided-a useful reference to this type of fnsttu,
ment,which we repeat here: , I

Among the most helpful sources which should'be,inspected by the
interested reader are Dia nosin theProfessionalCiimateof Schools
by Fox et al.'(1973), a series. of instruments develeped for usp in
the COPED,Project and the series of_chetklists-developedaby.Havelock
to accompany A Guide to'innovation%(available only in ERIC EU 056 256)
A group of reference tools of iMMense utility to -those withbehavfaral
-science arientation'orinclfnation are the Annual Handbooks for Grow
Fatilitatomand Handbooks .of Strjctured Exper ences for oman7Rela-
tionSTrainin2 h4Y-Pfii-TfiFand*1664:' There are now six volumes of
the former and seven voldmes eftheatter. The.Schmutk and Runkel
Handbook of Or anizatton-Dtvela ment,in'tchools J1972) is also a
valuable .souree o diagnostic instruments. eke and Miles in their
recent compendium MeaSUrin,- Human Behavior "(1973),.bring to ether and
review a,oiast array of instruments 160'0 to change practitjoners, as
do Pfeiffer and Heslin in their Instrumentation in Human Relations
Training- (1973,.106).
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Identification Of Pe uirements for Selectionand Trainio

Systematic, documented, efforts to gather and use empirical.informatiOn

t *define i-epuirements for selection and'.fraining of linking agents are rare.

Apparently, these methods are unknown to many employers and trainers of,
.41

1
.

linking agents. SdVeral approaches.have been pioneered by the personnel and
.

training research staffs of the military services. .These have included

complete.planping processes such as Instructioral, System Design (Department

f the-Air Force,. 1970, = 1'973; Interservice ComMittee for Instructional Systems.

Devel615ment, 1975) WhiCh js an outgrowth,of the earlier Qualitative and Quan-

titative Personnel RequireMonts Information (QPRI) system of-the U.S..Air

.
Force and the. Systems Engiheering'Traintng of the U.S. Army (Department of

the Army, Mora' Specific procedures for defining military job perfor-
at:

Mance information by means of questionnaire surveys of workers in an occupation

have been developed by Morsh,'Madden and Christal (1961), Morsh and .Archer
4 , -

(1967), and Christal (1974).

Smith (1971), Modre (1976),. and Ammerman and Pratzner (1977) provide-
,

useful sources that go beyOnd military applications. Alt oUgh there are d4f er-'

erices,aMohg the methods, they are mainly in terms of format and the kind and

amount ofauxiliary data collected. The common technique in task surveys

involves two components: a-coMprehensive listing of taskS that comprise.
. , .

specific jo6a,ctivities that serve as-the basic analytical unit of an

tion, and the use of job incumbents or those close to the .actual work situation

as the peiMary,Source:ofinformatipns

The Major-Steps in. performinga taSksurvey of linking-agents woulda.
a

11
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Defining the Scope of the linking agent positions that
are to.be studied.

2. COnstructing comprehensive liSts of job tasks that are
performed in these positions.

Obtaining tak- data and ratings from linking agents,
visors, and other knowledgeable persons.

Determining the job relevance of task for.personnel selec
tion,,assignment, or instructional consideration.

'Determining the performance level to which each task'- ould
be developed..,

6. Formulating statements of terminal objectives for the pur
pose of communicating personnel aryl training requirements.

The possible uses of the results of job and task survey analysis are

several, e.g.:

To define the performance characteristics of an occupation.
eg, linking agents).

.To define performance characteristics that distinguish among
u ujob. clusters (e.g., "resource finders from "process helpers"

To identify emerging or changing job structures e.g., the
"implementation agen

To Provide_seParate'descriptions of'work. performed by sub-
groups:with different wdrk backgrounds (6.g, information
_science versus education) or different work contexts e.g.,
state versus local'education agencies).

'f0 TbAeyelop specifications for verifying the relevance of
training program content:

0 To select training content or materials that dre most rele-
vant to 'specific types br levels of linking agent performance.'

To compare different tratningaprograms in terms of common-
different-content and in terms of relevance for specific
jobs or Clusters.

To identify critfce task features 'that warrant speCial
emphasis in training or assessment.

To deterMine prforities for training by obtaining judgements
concerning:

Ilhat tasks, student§ can already performs and. at what
levels of proficiency e.



How important the task is for job success

How many job incumbents must perform the task
How often the task is performed
How fe.asibleit is to learn. the task informally
on the job

Critique of..current- instruments. Several of the linker training instru-

menu described later'were specifically developed to identify training needs:

Generally, they consist of lists of taskS that-are-Of variable but intermediate
. . .

speciticity. Some 'of the items appear to be subject to different interpreta-.

tions as to level of .knowledge -or skill implied (e.g.., identify the key people

who should be involved in problem definition activity at a spe6ific [school]

site; conduct' a brainstorming session; estimate realistic per- pupil- costS of
adopting an innovation; arrange, -orgarrize,and',condUct -workshops/meetings).

'Sometimes the are submitted to l agents ut more freqdently,

. ,

to tne-ft supervUors for rating on one or more scales- (6-:g. &for training,
,criticality for job effectiveness; freqUency of performance Because adequate

-documentation of the results of theSe-ratings are:virtually non-existent
,1

-there is-little basis of critiquing-,the quality of results However--

our impression that items of the type illustrated Aove will be subjecttxr:

great variability among raters, and are capable-of'preducing- only rough
t . , \

rela-

tive orderings among itemrs'in terms of the dimensiok related e.g,

needs, criticality, frequency Moreover; because..mo5t lists are composed

of items derivedfrom available literature or listing's produced by others

rather than from observation of or inter iews with linking agents

risks that the lists are not sufficiently comprehensive to encompass fully

the range of actual linking agent job requirements.



Selection Placement, Assignment,- Promotion_

In the previous,section we considered assessment instruments in terms

'of their use to define selection.or training requirements. Here =we foods

on selection itself. the distinction between selection and training is

. ,somewhat artlfieial, andeven the joint concept of selection and training

isssomptimes interpreted.in a limited way.

can also be improved by changing the work situation .9 combining tasks

It should tenoted that performance

to make them more interesting, providing manuals or other job aids to pro-
-

,

vide impdrtant job information, teaming persons with complementary knowledge
.

or skills). Selection (as we are using the term here) implies not only initial

selection, but Selection to match. the person with the Potential-employer

(placement ),a selection to match the person with a,specifiojob.(assignment)v

or selection to advance the person to a more demanding job (promotion David

Crandall'sAiscussion of training and supporting linking agents includes these

comments:

Selecting /inking-agents is.not simple, 'whether an agency is
choosing -from among already existing staff or whether-it isk
tiring new staff from the outside.. Half of the battle i won
or lost at thy- -point of initial-selection.

!

..Our experience has .resulted in our being' muchanore pessi-
mistic abd?.it the possibility of training in-the non- technica
areas and verified the impOrtance Of-Selecting (vs.,training
for certain personal-and interpersonal attributes. (1977,
p. 232)

Crittque of current instruments.

no instanceAnvolving the development or use of assessment instruments for

V

This critique is brief. We have found

-,
any. election:purpose relating to education linking agents, -Currently, link-_

ing -agent selection appears to be completely judgmental and is-apparently-
,

based on review of previOus job experience, recommendations Made by others,

employment interviews, and subsequent on-the-job appraisal by supervisors,-

peers, or clients. ,There. is little evidence whether these appraisals. are
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systematic, or whether they in fact touch on a 1.importaPt aspects of actual

job requirements.

Given the recency,of.the.existence of education linking'agents, the

'very:small numbers who work for any one employer, the apparent diversity of

job requirements, ancrthe absence of.dooperatiorLamong linZipg agent employers
4 !

to pOol efforts to develop"and validate assessmeni instruments, Seems un

likely that much will be done to change this -situation.

Assessment instruments'as_part of training.. When training is indicated

..(i.e,, when persons with requisite competency cannot be found, andwhere,expe-

rience or judgment indicates that the knowledge, skills, or sensitivities

can beTtaight), assessment can serve several .purposes,. including:

diagnosis of entry -level competencies of students in
relation to job'requirements or student objectives;

selection oft lpecific-content,:difficultyevels, or
instructional modalities matching ttudentAeeds,
ests, or learning styles;

a atseSsment of student progress, inclUding recycling,
remedial instruction, Advancement, or enrichment; and

assessment/certification of-exit 'tompetence:level

6

Because there is some agreement that individuals working as linking agents

have come from diverse backgrounds (Sieber etHal.,, 1972; Emrick and peter on,.

1977), a strong case can be made for the .need for individualized training

.
.

,

coupled with individualized assessment. Hoodiand'Blackwell (1975) developed

and validated a competence -based assessment method that was specifically de-

signed to.meet the needs for training` of entry and advanced professional

in educational development, dissemination, and evaluation (ME). The DBE

i4ssessmentt.System includes diagnostic, student.progress, and exit certifica-
,.

tion, features and employs rating's, paper and pencil knOwledge tests, and
)

miniature job task simulations. Portions of the.. DD &E Diagnostic Instrument
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(described later) deal specifically with product development and evaluation,.

and' thus their .,content is Of.little use ft, linking. agent trraining.

only of the DUE Diagnostic Instrument are direttly usable for

linkingagent training, the-OBE Assessment System provides a relevant and
. .

Ellable model for'developing and validating assessment instruments for indivi-

-dualizedtoMpetence-basedFlinking agent training programs,.

Ciatique:ofturrent instruments. Only a few of the instruments we found

appear to be deSigned for use in training. All involve some form of se f-report

or -rating of training_ needed or achieved, or the student's appraisal-of.

various aspects of training experience. Aside from the,DEIE Diagnostic

Instrument, none of eye instruments appear to have any validation data One

surprise is the absence of written tests- nowledge.* We con-

clude that knowledge testing is not yet a significant aspect in linker train-,

ing. Instruments that exist appear tp beusedprimarily to provide thestO

:dent or the instructor With very general andlargeTy subjective information

concerning Students needs or progress in training or to provide instructors

with'clues as to the'relevance or adequacy of training content and methods.

Research and Evaluation

Thepotehtial uses of assessment instruments for research or evaluation
! ,

in connection with linising agent training are so numerous that no effort will

A number of curriculum- embedded knowledge tests that are specific' to par-

ticular, instructional modules exist. They are not included in this tompen-

diuM because.their use iS highly limited.. Forekamples of curriculum-
tests, see the folToWingf Banatby, B.H.,'et al. The Educational

InformationConsultant: Skills in Disteminatin. Educational Information .

Training Manual . San Franc-Tito, CA: Far West laboratory-forEducational
Research and Development, 1971; Mick, C. et al.. DeyelepTenteflEgnia=.
Resources for _Educational Extension Service Personnel, Stanford,. CA: .-

Institute for timmunication Research, and Santa Monica, CA: System Develop-

ment Corporation, 1973 (ED 077 534; EQ077 535; ED 077 536).

16
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be mpde to list them. Rather, we briefly note the types of uses. of the n-
,fi

struments found.

everal of the instruments, reviewed below- 4pear.to have been developed

-primarily to accomplish some'fOr research or to7have been used for the

evaluation (valdation'of,other instruments or training programs. fA:par-

ticularly popular line of research effort is concerned with identifying the

natural linkers or early adopters In various types of organizations: Although

the research applications seem to be dbnoerned with-understanding the roles

played by and the,characteristicsOf individuals irwcommunicatioh or innova-

fi

tion diffusion processes there are also potentially practical applicationi

of these instruments for those mho ,would,:design, dissemination programisor

capacity building efforts around identified natural jrawators, linkers, or

early adopters,

The training assessment inStruments appear to have potential use 'for

"soft!" formative evaluation_of training programs, primarily by.-- indicating

the character of student reactions.
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-METHODS 'of ASSESSMENT

.

Figure 1 provides a 'simple schematic for ,classifying-the more 'common
. .

ekttm

forms of assessment that involve standardized instrumentatjon.*.

RATING

Fjgu e 1

METHOD OF. ASSESSMENT .,.

E is 5 M E

low control over what (hi h)
TESTING

is being- tested

Rape , Pencil

Q

0

ormake

0J .44

C

f0
0J o"

E
ta

.o_

14e have noted that much'assessment frith respect to linking agents is acc4m-

pliihed subjectively, informally, and without standardized instrumentation.
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Ratings-and testing areAeriicted at.opposite ends of,a continuum. that
%

-may be conceptuaiiiedin terms Of control,over.What it being tested. Tests

,vary in their degree of control, but generally provide a' surer andinore

_objective iasls for knowjngothe specific test content and the Methods'of

AdiniStration, grading, and interpretation that are applied'. Ratings on

the other hand, are decidedly more-subjective and afford less control over
A --

how rating items will be interpreted or how rating. scales will be used

The most comon form of standardized tests, are (a)'i paPer and pencil, And,

(b)..perfo'rmance. ,Paper and pencil tests tend to be used primarily 'for- ASsess-

ment'An'the cognitive (Bloom, 1956) and the affectiVoOrathwohl et al , 1964)

, _

domains'. Performance tests, although-they may test cognitive or affective

components, are usually employed to assess simple psychomotorskills, more

complex performance ski 1$, orilighly7complex performan e

tasks or other simulations.

:Rating includes` varietyorself- d other - reporting Methods that may

in miniature job

involve a wide. variety of content, including: personality, values,,interests,

attitudes;Ipersonal,educatiOnal, andrwork,backgroundand experience;rand

'self or others' ratings(based on direct observation, general impressions,

,etc. ).of_social behavior, job performance, knowledge, attitudetl, motivation,

etc,. Viripally all of the instruments found in this search involved some

form:of rating. 'None could be considered.standardized tests of knewiedgeHor

performante.
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ASSESSMENT INSTRII

The instruments'identified by our search are, brie

The -first five are supported by published reports _tha
-.-

information relating to th)r develo enit, validation,

mentt w'together

AttaChment A. There pub

W !it= WT les

outlined. in Tablel.

ovide data and, other

use: These instru-

reports and references, are included in

report ,for any of the remaining seven

instruments.* COpies of these instruments are included in Attachment

Atti Ludes of. Linkers

Twe of the instruments.deil with attitudes.. TheBdker. SehoOl Counselor

Atli tudes (Table #T) instrument deals exclusively with attitude of school

counselors toward change.. Although the current version of the instrument is

specific in focus, its status quo/change scale. could be adapted 'to assess 'the

change attitudes of any type of change agent or linker, however, this might

require :modification b-r the scale .items: The Creighton Professional

Census (Table 1, 42) nentifies significant role Wiaviors and prefei'ences of

internal linkers.

Communication Patterns

Instruments #2-43, and #5 are all concerned in some way wi

communication patterns of l'inkers and others. The-Creighton Pro

Preference Census-was designed to identify and- decribe internal

within the Navy. tiVil' Engineering rconis .- The instrument fs a .Se

questionnaire it would recnilre adaptation for

.settingt., but the methodoogy. is applicable arf2 many of the items (e.g., #2,
s

*' Resul is of the 'ASTD su

1978 or. early 1979.

.ey e publ ished in the -AST9, joUrnal in I ate



(See Attac

Table I,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS

A for details on the following five instrumen

INSTRUMENT'S (with, data-reports)

1. 'Baker, S.

An Instrument to MeaSure
1a1-0-Counselor=40aElyt1

Client Problems-un
a Status-Quo/Change S5le

6

'DESCRIPTION AND USE

2, Creighton, J.W.

Professional Preference Census

Davis, J.R.-
,

A Lin' PerformanCeInventor

Hood, PAL and Blackwell, L.

An Assessment Svstem for
Competence.-Based Education.

Jain, N.

Communica ion Among _Linkers

Measures school- counselor attitudes toward
clientprobliMs on a "status quoYchange"
scale.'.-The instrument, which was designed
for.reseachi selection, teaching, and self -

evaluation, measures co4ffselor, attitudes°
ranging from totally status-quo-6riented
to totally change-oriented. The national

sample preferred the counseling model in
,lieu of advocating either the change'or the

Status quo models.

Although not directly applicable to public
elementary and secondary school settings,
there is some transferability if revisions
were made. The study focuses on internal
linkers in Navy CiVil'Engineering.Corps
assignments and oh identifying characteristics
typical of gatekeepers, opinion leaders, inno-
vators, and early knowerslpf an innovation.

The,instruments were designed to measure the
effectiveness of participants in the Educa-
tion Professipns Development Act EPDA)

Training Program in 5outhwestdrn sChools.
Two, groups were surveyed by two questionnaires--
one completed by the subject and one by his/

her super=visor. The trainee group was found
to be significantly more effective in trans-
mitting information and skills needs to trans-
form proitinciY1 schools into modern schools.

A,description of the development and a guide
-'to the use of the assessment resources which
have been developed in connection with the
Development Dissemination, and. Evaluation
(MILE)- Functional Competence Training Program'''.
Instruments include competence ratino=scales
(DD &E.Diagnostic Instrument), knowledge test,
and task simulations. Only the,"dissemination
*id marketing" competence rating scale is
direCtly relevant to linker assessment. How,

eVer, the multiple method assessment model
deservts careful eXamination..

Focuses on land grant university faculty
members who were assigned as ;,tension-Spe-

cialists and Subject Matter Specialists in
the Cooperative Extension Service. Each, was

asked t, name - three people whom s/he seeks .

out mos, frequently for information and advice-

21



Table 1 (cont needY

gee Attachment B for details on the following seven instruments)

INSTRUMENTS,(wilhout data reports) DESCHIPTION AND USE

American Society for-Training
and DeVelopment (ASTO)

Questionnait.e: "What Do-Training
and DeVelopment Professionals.
Really Do ? ""

Cole, B. .

Linker CompplsTELALLII
Assessment V

Gasiway and Erwin. Illinois Office
-of Education State Departement

4: =

KnOwled_ge and Skills Self-
c

Assessment Inventory

The NETWORK.

Diffusion Capability Self -
sent Instrument

10. The NETWORK

Field Agent SkillVTraits/
Behaviors

11. Research for Better Schools (RBS)

Linker. Training Needs_ Assessment

Interview 0

1P. Rosenau, F.S.

Priority Training Needs of Linkin

13. Technical Assistance Brokerage-
.Contradtor, Capla Asseciates I

National Diffusion NetworkINDN)
Skills Identification

Survey of 90 activities performed by ASTO
members along,with background information
as a Oasis for, identifying basic roles and
competencies for training and-development
people.

A repregentative list of 4 broad and 44
specifid linker skills are rated en 7-point
"High/Low " scales-in terms of degree of '.

Current Competence and degree of need for
`further- skill development.

,)
4-7

A-Ti tt of 67 linker activities organized
%into 10 skill areas are rated on a 6=potnt
"None to 1-Ah" scale for knowledgeh("DO I
know whatite dot " ") and Skill. ("How well can
1 -do jW). This instrument was used to .

obtain inforOation-on state department linkers
prior to establishing a training, program for
them. .

Provides an informal indication of training
technical assistance needs by requesting
brief weltten selt-assessments of capability
in 17 aeeas. Used in designing a training
e'Vent and identifying resource agenCies and..
individuals.-

This self-rating instrument has been tailored
to the context of a specific educational
linking agent proidct. Approximately 40
skills, traits, and behaviors are'rated on
a 3-point seal=

An interview process assessing; linker training
needs in.terms of role responsibilities, activ-',
ities, and services provided.

-An experimental instrument designed to sense
nationwide training priorities as perceived
by selected managers Of digtemination arty
ities, linking agents, And dissemination ,

researchers. .Pregents 100 items organized
in 10 ten areas and calls for ratings of fre-
quentyocriticalit9, and.need for skill
=improvement

A set of 7 skill.clusters and 11 items covering
specific skill needs and experier-.e of linking
Agents participating 4n the NOW,q nationwide

activities.. Selected portions of this form
may prove useful to managers of Other dissem-
ination projects.
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#3, #5r7, #?-11,--#14, #16 and #113) are-directly. Usable. Tile DaVisLinker

'Performance Inventory-;(#3) is specifically designed for school settings
, .

and is- intended to provide 'self" and "others": appraisals bf the linking

behavior or ability of-selected individuals'. Ten. questions (e.g., how many

reports concerning innovations has this person prepared and distributed to

school personnel?) and,ififteen.rating.items,dealing- with "demonstrated abi.l ity":

to- "understand and translate research findings") constitute the two

LP -I scales The Jafn study (#5 )4employecFsdtiometric questions to establish
N

relationships between communication characterisVcsan&opi.niop lealdership,.

The ASTD questionnaire, "What Do Training and.-Ddifelopment Profesionals

leally'Do?" (#61, is perhaps the only example of a quality activity survey

that, provides information on the frequency'and fMportance of work activities.

Not all items are pprtineni to linking agents', 'but the questionnaire proOdeS

good model for.thitype ofinstruMent.

Training Needs_ Assessment

The remainder of the instruments-are .16'this Category. Five involVe:

ratingt of fits of activities two are quaiitative in nature. The Hood and

BlackWell DUE Diagnostic Instrument (#4) is the only one to provide develop-

ment and validation data,and'is,only one of two instruments that employ a

descriptive proficiency ratingscafe as opposed to the more commonly encountered

three- or five-point "high7lown rating scales. Self ratings and others' ratings4 -

may be employed to estimate proficiency based or samples of items selected to

represent significant competencies in each of six,generic skill areas (col
,

lecting information, analyzing, planning, producing, evaluating, and'communica-
.,

ting). These six skill, clusters'ale repeated in each of three work contexts
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(development$ field test and evaluation, and dissemination and marketing).

The instrument uses a skills byiwori context matx that provides an egpe-

cially useful summary ofbach,individual's sCores. along the two dimensions..

Estiwated current proficiency is compared to student- on instructor-established

objectives to ideniify discrepancies where further training is indicated.

.Cluster analysis of the DIK.instrument based on data representing-a:diverse-

sakle-of DUE students and professionals 'produced four identifiable item -

-4c1.Usters., two of which are directly,releVant to disseminationa publication,

produCtridq, and public relations cluster of-TOtems'apd a dissemination
-

ning and dfssemination evaluation, cluster.pf:24 items

Instrument's. 0 #8, #12,,and.#13 are quite similar Each employs a list`

linker skills .that are clustered- into seVeral, skill categories.

more ratings

'degree. of need

, current level of competence,- frequency ofTerformance,

training) are made for each item and sometimes also for the

cluster itielf. The Rosenau Priorit Trainin Needs of Linkers (1) was.

based in part on the DUE Assessment and employs the same itemsaMpling

approach e iteMs n each skill clusterare*lectedpndinterketed as.

samples of a much larger domain of possible items, rather than' as defini-

tive lists of all relevant skills; hence the pattern of ratings on se eral

similar items must be considered in inferring individual or,group training

needs). The Rosenau instrument, however, calls for rati ngs notbn level of

competence (as,in the DBE Diagnostic rnstrument), butin-tenmsof-frequency

:ofperforMance, criticality for job effectiveness ,.and need for:skill improve,_'
, .

ment.

The Gasawiy and.trwin Knowled e andSkill el 711!ffAnt,,(#8) appears

to be an improved variant of the kosenau it list. However, ratings in ,this
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instrument use six-point descriptive scaTe'("none" to."high") ratings of

(a)- knowledge (Do I know what to do?), and (b) skills (How well can I do it

'', 4

The descriptive rating.scaler. is similar to the DUE Diagnostic Instrument.

scale, but calls for separate ratings for knowledge and for skills. Similar

to the DD&E instrument, 'talso provides an individual summary in the form

of a skills. profile on each of ten. skills clusters.

ThelkIDN Technical Assistance Broker'(TAB). Wills Identification for

4
provides an-extenSivlis44fig' of 111 activities organiZeaL,filtd seven clusters

. -.

A number of different ratings are requested, among them, .two ratings. (need

,

for assistance; experience in the skill )`pare directly pertinent- forj training ..,

needs assessment. Unfortunately, the ratings are made on the basis of'"0,

2, 3, or.4" c es that.haVe no,descriptiOns or anchors. An anchored or

Aestriptive rating Scalemould'UndOubtedly ,improve. the value of this instrument..

Like- the TABSkillsidditification instrument, _OOmpetenoy

Skills Instrument ( #7) also requests- ratings,on the degree,6 which "you believe

You have-the skill",and "the degree to mhich.you believe you need further

velopment,in the skill." Both ratings are made on Seven-point "low" to "high"

Scales. A list .of 67 linker activities are organized in ten skill areas.

The NETWORK Field. A e t-Skills/TraitsiBehavior,instrumeht (#10) is also

a self-ratinTinstrUment that employs a simple threezievelscale ( "I need lots

of work on this one;" "I could use some polishing on this one;" "I am.rather .

strong in this dimension") to sort out quickly and roughly individual percep-

'tions of training needs among approximately 40 skills,'traits; and behaviors

.,tonsidered relevant for the NETWORK field agents.

The remaining two instruments in the compendium provide qualitative,

descriptions, rather than ratings,' The NETWORK's Diffusion C4p4bility
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Self- Assessment instrument (#9) is unusually simple, Italls for brief

open-ende&mritten descriptions of self-assessed.project diffusion capabilities

fln each of 17 areas- 'Identifying appropriate target audiences for your

project "). The instrument would appear to be useful mainly where there would

be opportunity toNfollowilup with-oral interviews. ,(We note that this 'instruct
,

.

ment was designed-to assess project,,capability and technical asSistanc6'needs

rather'than individual capability and training needs.)

The RBS Linker Training Needs Assessment Interview (#11) involves

more
A

roac, that 1e ds the interviewee progressivelythroysk

slot' of general linking agent roles, specific. content areas, arid role'4-tqu.

ments in each rple to examination of specific comprehensive,p1annlng4Ctivities'
0

with examples, -then te,detailed 'examination -oftasks performed in'eaCh activity,
. ,

inciOding diScussion of requisite knowledge'and skills, and finally to examina-

tion of areas where training is perceived as-needed or desired. Unfortunately,

the interview is unstructur d, and much depends on the into '-viewing skills

and content'knowledge of the interviewer. RBS staff indicate than they de-

rived

,

training needs informatjon-from a content'analySts of a series of inter,

view's with state 'education agency staff.

Skill Areas Covered

Figure 2 provides a summary of the skill content areas which each-instru

ment includes in some way.
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Figure 2

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF KILL -AREAS

INSTRUMENT

1. Baker: School. Counselor Attitudes
Toward Client *Problems on a Status
Quo - .Change _Scale

2. Creighton: Professional Preference
Census

3. Davis i Linker Performance
Inventory

Hood and Blackwell: DD &E Diagnos-

tic Instrument

S. ,Jain: Communication Among Linkers

6-,American Society for Training and
Development (ASTI)); What Do
Training and Development Profes-
sionals Really Do?.

7. tole: Linker Competency Skill
Assessment

Gasaway and Erwin: Knowledge and
Skills Self-Assessment Inventory'

9. The NETWORK: Diffusion Capability
Self-Assessment,Instrument

10. The NETWORK: Field Agent Skills/
raits/Behaviors

11. Research for Better Schools (RBS)i
Linker Training Needs Assessment

12. Rosenau:- Priority Training Needs
of Linking Agents

13., Technical Assistance' Brokerage
Contractor, Capla Associates:,
National Diffusion Network (NON)
Skills Identification
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P YCHOMETRIC TANDARDS

The standards which are normally applied to testing/assessment situations

are of importance to all test users. Among these, documentation concerning

the reliability and validity of assessment information is tobviously an impor-

tant consideration.

The American P'sychological Association (APA) standards, for example:.

..are written specifically to apply:tostandardized.tests.
They apply,in varying degrees, however, tQ the entire range

of assessment techniques. If is required that a relation-.
ship be demonstrated between scores (asSessMents).on an
employment test and subsequent performance on a- ob, the
requirement should in principle.alsO apply to the judgment
(assessments) of the eniployment interviewer.:. It may be
possible to apply the Standards:with:the same- rigor, but
the kind of judgments the interviewer is to make can-be
idehtified; the time and. procedures for developing and re-.
cording then,can be standardized;. and they can be valid-ted'
in the same way that scores are validated, Whensgmeon
who makes personnel decisions develops his own assestment-
techniques...he will find"-the standards useful,, guides- for

developing nformation similar to that in good'teSt manuals;
the principles are as relevant to him as-to the professional

test developer.

Also, tests can be classified. in many different-ways:

Some are designed to measure abilities, some to measure
accomplishments,,others to measure, ttitudes or interests.
Some are inventories, interview aids, biographical forms,
-and experimental dieghostic devices,:and are not called

tests. Generally, however-, the word "test" is used in
these standardi to apply,to all kinds of measurement.
What these different kinds have. in common is that scores
with desirable psychometriO properties may be dertVed,

from each;

Interview techniqueS present a special problem in the sense that a certain

amount of subjectivity must .always become a part of the assessment. "Hence.'

...the'qualitative nature of the assessment is less the

point at issue than the distinction that can be made be-

tween clibical and actuFial prediction.' When tests,

:projective or otherwise, are used at aids to an interviewer's-

2&
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.assessment,- the interviewer is himself the final assess-
:Inept device, and his assessments become the "scores.".
These assessments can and should be validated like other
-psychometric measures. (APA Standards, 1974,. pp, 1-4)

Aoutlined in Figure 1, evaluation assessment generally employs one of

two major methods: rating and teSting.. Rating, whether it is Self-rating

or dorie by others, is necessarily subjective. Testing, on the other hand,

is more objective. Commonly,(the so-called "paper-and-pencil"-testsrovide

measures of cognitive and affective sk ills, while performance.tests attempt

to measure:psych:motor or COMPlex behavioral skills. In all cases,
A

abtlity.and validity factors. should be of.crucial importance. In that con-

text,. the following working definitions are useful:

Validity. Evaluation results are valid to the extentthey
represent measures of what was intended to be measured,
results are valid.if.dorrect interpretations of the intended
kind can be made on the basis of the results.- ValidityJis a.
veeybroad-priteriOn. It indludes.relevance, comprehensive-
ne%s reU,abiity, and objectivi:ty as' subordinate Criteria.
To be valid, evaluation results must meet all of the subor-
dinate criteria. Validity is, therefore, DWmost.impOrtatit
criterion for judging the trustworthiness of' evaluation data.

Sometimes,it is necessary to use evaluation instruments that
are only partially valid, or for which the degree of validity

is'unknowd. If so, it is important to use multiple indicators
when possible. That,is, use two'or more instruments orpro-
cedureS and see if there is a .coriveegence in the.results. If

results from several instruments agree, more confidence can be
placed in theta than in the case of results from a single in-

,

strument. Use. of multiple indicators, therefore, is likely to
increase the validity of data asmell as adequacy for making
decisions.

Relevancee. To_be validFfer a particular purpose, an evaluation
instrument or procedure must provide data that are clearly re
lated to the purposes of the evaluation. An obvious example
is that a writte% test would not be fully relevant 'for testing
swimming and liffe-saving skills- It couldbe used for testing
knowledge about such procedureS,but relevanting of the
actual s-kill's would require:that the student perforM in the ,

water. The lack of-releva4ce of the written test would make it
invalid for testing the skills Another examOle.is that a'stan-
dardized achievement test may be lacking An.reievawa, (and
therefore validity),foe measuring the success of an edudational
program if the objectivei-of-the prOgram were:differebt from
those measured by the test.

29
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Comprehensiveness. If anvevaluation'is to be valid, i mu t
provide for assessment of all aspects of what is to be meal d.

For example, a comprehensive arithmetic test could not be limited
to multiplication:oftwo-digit numbers. -It should also include
addition, subtraction, division; etc. Similarly, if the objec-
tives of an educational program inclUde intellectual skills such
as application, analysis, and synthesis, a test limited to simple
applications only would not be comprehensive. and would, there-
fore; be only 'partially valid, If the goals of the program in
clude changes in attitudes as-well_aS cognitive attainments,
techniques for measuring attitudes-must be,lnCluded for compre-.%
hensive assessment of the success of the, program.

Reliability Reliability refers to the consistency of evalua-
tions. For example, if a placement test shows,a student to be
at the third grade level when the test is administered on Monday,
and at the fifth.,grade level when it is administered again on
Friday, the results are unreliable. Likewise, a mental. ability
test would be unreliable if it yielded an IQ.score for-a student-

, of 128 one week and a 93.- from a. paraliel,form of the test adminis-
tered the following week. To the extent that test datar,other

results are unreliable they are also invalid, because 7.
the lower the reltability, the more the scores represent errors
of measurement instead of what was intended to be measured..

Objectivity.. This criterion can be considered to Be a subordin-
,

ate aspect of reliabilityisince any objectivity probjeM will
affeCt the consistency of results obtathed-byldifferent evalua-
tors Results are objective if they reflect the aCtUaT-zcharac-
`teristics.of the students withOut distortion due to the biases
or preferences of the evaluator.. To,the extent that the-sub-
jectiva factors,influence scores on an essay test, for, example,
inconsistent (and therefore at least partially unreliable and
invalid scores are likely to be obtained by different scorers--
even when scoring the 'same test paper. Sawin.& Blackwell, 1975,
pp. .19-20)

Because only.five of the compendia instrument's contain any kind of data-
/

report,: t is difficult to make judgments concerning the psychometric quality.

of the majority of these instruments. Each of the first five instruments.

provides some form of empirical validation .g., expert judges,, other cone

current measures, differences between groups,with different levels of expe

rience ), however, the remaining instruments depend entirelpen !'face validity "'{

Few of the instruments=provide any form of'test-retest reliability'informatidn.:



Moreover, because most f'th1_ instruments depend on ratings' or openrendede

resp6ses, there may also be, prOblemi with the objectivity of the informant._

Open-ended responses also involve subjective judgments to be made in- analyzing

responses. We assume tha test-user would select.instruments -or-items-
. .

within instruments on thebasis. of ttleir.content relevance face validity).
. --

However, it is also necessary that the instrument users establish.eMpirically

for themselves the validity and:the reliability'of any of these instruments.

The four studies- which appear. to have some iromise in terms of applica-
,

/
ability to linking agent situations are discussed briefly below interms.of

.

their general methodology and findings.

Baker S The Deve meht of an In1strument_io MeasOre School Counselor

. Attitudes. The purpose of this-disSertation study was to develop an instrument

which would measure school counselor 'attitudes toward client problems on a

status quo - change agent scale. Item selection was .baSed on high consensus

. among judges and the need to provide a' variety of content. After a preliminary.

measurement study, a role-playing study was used toestablish construct validity..

Finally, a-national sample was surveyed to establish reliability coefficients,
a. -

.

nomprofiles; and the cumulative percentage distribution of tptal scores.

The national sample preferred, the intermediate'lchangeoriented counselor-"

either the "change agent" or "status quo advocate."

'LW. Professional Preference-Census -PC) ThelProfessional

Preference Census and its oral counterpart, the'Oral Linker CenS0s (OLO

were dev4loped and tested.ona. pilot sample of 100 Navy students and officers,

-Crei hton

at the Naval Postgraduate School. The instruments were then revised on the

basis of item-analysis results and administerecrto all officers within the

U.S. Navy Civil Engineer Corps N-1,726) PPC results were compared with
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_

scores on the Oral-Linker Census that was administered to a sample. -tatisti-

cal tests confirmed the validity of the revised PPC in terms of comParable

results obtained with the orally administered OLC:

Davis, J.R. A Linker Performance Inventory. The difference on the

LinkerPerformance Inventory between trained (N=60) and non-treatment =50)-
. ,

, -
groups was highly significant. The instrument was them used as a-criterift,

against which-&mimber of other candidate linker selection predictor inttru=
.

ments were,compared.

Hood and Blackwell., DOvelo-ment Dissemination, and Evaluation DIME)

Followtng several preliminary tests and revisions, aIlialostic Instrument.

field test of-the instrument (which was part of'a. larger assessment battery)

was conducted at ten academic-.institutions offering training,in,educational

R &D and at nine R&D agencies throughout the country. Validation data, collected

on 78 subjects representing a wide range of experience and training (62 grad-

uate and undergraduate students and 16 experienced educational product develop-

ers' in R&D agencies), demonstrated-that all scales and the majority of indi-

vidual items exhibited,Statistically,significant and practically interpretable

.differences between groups.

Applicability

The four-instruments for which validation data is available vary somewhat

in terms of their. applicability to linking -agent situations.. Only the Davisti
study deals directly w7th linking 'Agents in a ichooLcontet.. It focuses on

viry'general abilities and behaviors of linkerS. Nonetheless, the instrument

does appear to have some potential :Value in identifying natural linkers in

, .

school settings- The.DD&E AssessmdntSystem (Hood and 81ackwell),although'

it takes a pro& deVelopment and marketing o_prspeCtivemaY have contiderab e
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methodological value for linker training'since,it developed a system-by_which

performance, knowledge, and aptitudes can be assessed at entry, during train-

ing, and after training.,

See Figure 3 for a summary of the four studies.



BASIC
QUESTIONS

Who are the tett-_.
subjects?

SU
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Figure 3,

RY OF FOUR STUDIES

Hood &
Blackwell

Trainees,
employees,
students.

Baker

STUDIES

School .

counselors
Naval Civil
Engineer
Corps
employees

What was the vali-
dation sample?

62 graduate'
and under-
graduate
students,
16 product
developers

9 qualified
counselor
validators
17 first
year master's
degree candi-
dates ,- 251

counselors in
practice and
222 counse-
lors in
training

Dais

Southwestern
ischc,::, dis-

trict staff

100 Navy 60 EVA
officers; Itrair=es;
1,726 Navy 460 contriil

Civil Engin- school staff
eer Corps
employees

What is being
tested?

Proficiency
levela/cOm-
petency-
based skills

Counselor
attitudes:
toward
change

Character-
istics of
opinion
leaders re
innovation

Effectiveness
of EDPA
'raining Pro-

gram

What was the pro-
dOct?

Guidance-
device for
student
program
planning/
indiVidual-
ized study

Change agent,
attitudes
measurement
scale

Rolv behavior
model for .

internal
linkers

Criterion
meesUreMent-
inStrument.
based on
rated. perfo
mance and
capability

Degree of applica-.
bil4s, to-LA
- assessment titua-
tiona

High for
method

Potential
use.With
revisions

High with
reviiions.

High/no
revisions
needed
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CONCLUSION

The results of this search for linker personnel and training assessment

instruments arL suite meager indeed. Few -relevant instruments were found 0
,

and th majority of these appear to,be "one-shot" devices that were developed

*with-little or no effort to test and refine them or to collect and publish:

data on their reliability and validity. Perhaps because linker- ,training

is so new, most of the instruments seem ,to focus on identifying who linkers

are or on determining general or specific needs for training. None-of the-
.

instruments go beyond ratings or subjective Appraisals_of-..ability or, performance.

Formal testing,'either in paper-and-pencil or performance, test formats, have

not appeared except4as highly specific curriculum-embedded knowledge tests.
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INSTRUMENT #1

Baker, Stanley B. The Development of an Instrument,to Measure School counselor
Attitudes Toward Client Problems on a Status uo - Chance A ent Scale
-(dissertation Buffalo, NY: State University of New York , 197,1.

Dissertation Abstracts Order Number: 72- 10,475

159 pages.

The purposed. of this dissertation was to develop -an instrument which would
attempt to measure school counselor,attitudes toward client problems on a status
quo' - change agent scale. The instrument could be used for research, selection'

. teaching, and-self-eValuation

The scale-consists of six nominal categories, which' ranged from status Auo
to change agent:

1. The strong status. quo: advocate, who is unwilling to change the
status quo

-2. The status quoadvocate with secondary interest in the client,
who is unwilling to change the Status Auo but willing to he of
some help to theclient.
The statusquo-Oriented ounselor,--who is not interested in
change but desires to help the client adjust through counseling
him/her..

4.- The,change-oriented counseldr, who. is interested in change but
wishes-to help the:client becomeself-directed'through counseling
him/her. .

Thes emi-active change agent,.who is interested An change and
:desires to help the client find'.sources of.aid.

6._ The strong change'agent, who is interested_ in change and is willing,
to get personally'involved in helping the client,

Based on this's1X-level. scaie, itemsWere created-in which. the stems pre.,.
rented to subjects with- descriptions of a client problem. -Tollowing each stem
were six possible counselor response's to that probleM, each of whick.represented
one of:the.six nominal categories. After presenting items tO-editors',:revisions
were made;:then-the-revised:instrumentmas.presentedto qualified -Counselor
'validators. , From the-original group, 20 items-. were selected. for the final in-
IMNJOent, Selection was based-on Chigh.consensusvaliditycoefficients and a
desire to provide,a .variety. of Content.' ,

After preliminary measurement study, a role-playing study was -Used-to:
establish-construct validity.. a-national sample was Suryeyed with
respect toreli6bility.toefff6ientS;',ndrin prefiles,and,theCumulative- percen-
tdge'diStribUtion'oftotal scores. The,.national,saMpielpreferred the counseling
model-to:eitherthe Change agntor.the status -quo- advocates: --:

, .



INSTRUMENT #2

Creighton, J.W. "Professional Preference Census.", In'Creighton;-J.W.,
Enhancement of Research and Develo-'rent Out ui Utilization Efficiencies:

Linker Concept Methodology n,theTedhnolo ransfer Prodes Monterey,

CA: Naval Postgraduate School, 1972.

ERIC ED 127 703 158 pages

_This instrument is- aself-adminiStered questionnaire consisting of a series
of items designed to identify significant role behaviors and preferences of
internal linkers in Naval Civil EngineeringOorpt assignments-. "Our desdription

of the linker assumes that. he operated within the organilation which receives

the knowledge. :SUch a restriction upon the role of the linker decreasesthe
usual typology oflinker roles to,that of leader (gatekeeper and ppinion leader)

early adopter of an innovation-(innovator)., and early knower."

The Professional Preference Census (PPC) Was developethafterreyiewingl
theliterature to identify traits and characteristics typical of'gatekeepert,
opinion leaders, innovators, and-ganly knowers of an innovation.: The PPC
its oral counterpart, the OralLinkerConsus,.Were developed an&-tpsted on a
pilot sample of 100 Navy students and,offiderS at the Naval Postgraduate-School,
The instruments were then revised on the basis of item analysis results.. The

-Revised Professional Preference (RPPC) a 19-item, multiple-choice format ques-

tionnaire, wethen administered to all officers within the U.S. Naval Civil
Engineering Corps -(N =1,726). -A 76 percent response rate was achieved,. Item
analysis indicated. that two items (#14 and #T5) werepOt_discriminating After

deletion of these iwo'items, the final sample was separated arbitrarily into
five groups based on the distribution of the composite (N=41)

potential linkers (N=132), non-discriminatinOnajority (N=197); potential

stabilizers (N=118), and ttabilizersAN=30). "Stabilizers " scored below -32

points; "potential stabilizers" scored-32 to 43 points, the non -discriminating

majority scored_43-to 55, potential_ 55 to 61; and linkers, above 61

,points. An oral Linker/Stabilizerlialidity Census. (L/SVC)-wa0dMinistered to
a subtample- of those identified as.liokerS or stabilizers. Statistical tests .

confirMed the validity of.the RPPC in terms ofagreement with the L/SVC.

Note that'theitemcountOf a few RPPC items would not be:applicable to

public elementary andsecondary education settings, but inmost cases tuitaple'

revisions can be Made. The most ditdriminating items on the RPPC are #16 (fre

quency of recommending specific information items to colleagues),'#4-(number= 45

of non-routine work-related projects completed for which you supplied the

original idea), and #10 (total number of journals,. magazines,. and newspapers

you read regularly) Note that items #14-and #15 were not discriminating.
ForedUcational dissemination applications, consider omitting #1 and perhaps

modifying the wording of #4, #5,48,-.#13andT#19 ( #19 is not scored) .



Scorin Revised Professional

Preference Census

PROFESSIONAL PREFERENCE CENSUS

Assuming that you:were to make the Navy a career, what woul(06 the
liitutq rank to which you would aspire? .

1 a) Lieutenant Commander
2 b) Commander.
3 c) Captain

4 d) Rear Admiral
5 e) Admiral

Indicate the type. of information Upon which you would place. hjghe s

credibility.

5 a) Personal knowledge 2.d) Literature - journals,

4- b) Associated staff books,- etc.

3 c) YendorS and/or trade 'councils 1,e) AnalYsiS and experiMentatth

Indicate which combination of words, when placed in the following
sentence, would most accurately describe you I feel that I hear
about new work-related developments in my professional area

most of my colleagues,,,

5 considerably before 2 d) than

4 b sooner than 1 e) 'sometime after

3 c), at about the same time as

4., In the past year how many nonroutine, work-related projects have
been completed for which you supplied the original idea?

a) 0 b).172 3-4 d) 5-6 e) More than.6

1 2 3 As 4 0 5

Indicate the number of technical and/or-scientific society meetings
and/or conventions which you attended last year which involved per-
sonnel other than your immediate circle of colleagues.

0 b) 1 -2 3-4- d) 5 -6 . e) More than_5.
52 3 4

6. When you are on the job, do you most prefer work that

2 a) concerned with accomplishing a specific task

5 b) concerned with attempting to solve a challenging but not:,,
specifically assigned task

3 c) concerned with accomplishing those tasks for which I am indi-

Odually responsible
4 d) concerned with the efficient utilization of resources

1 e 'None of the above 42-,



In the past month how many times have you sought further information
about,a new idea Or ideas which you thought to be useful to your work?.

a) 0 b) 1-

1 2

e) More than 6

Mr. E., a civil'epOneer, who is married. and ha three children recently

decided to perform some major improvements upon s house (Cost'-apprax-

iM'ately $1,000). Mr. B. realized that-theAmprovements were not
urgently required but woUld-make rlife at home more comfortable fdr.:

the family.- Consequently, Mr. E. wet-faced with a decision'as,to how
he should finance the home improvements because such seemed to'be the,
sole determinant as to when the E's could utilize these improvements
indicate!which of the following financial decisions yob. would adviSe
Mr. E. to make for his home improvements.

5 a) Borrow the necessary monu,iMmediatelyat 14 annual interest.
4 b) Save for 6,months and borr64 the remainder at 10% annual interest.

3 c) Save- for one year & borroW the remaining at 7% annuat interest.

2 d) Save for two years & Oay cash for the improvements if the present
interest rates remain the,same.

1 e) Make no improvements.

9. ,Indicate the frequenty with which your subordinates,-peers, and/or
superiors came to you in the past month forworkrelated information.
and/or advice which was not a function of your-format posftion.

a) 1-3 b) 4-9 c) d) 16-20 e) More than

1. 2 3 4. 5

10. Indicate the total number of durnal- Megazinee,. and newspapers which

you regularly read: .

a) 1-2 b) 3-4 5-6 7 -B More than 8

1 3 ,4 _ 5

11.. IndiCate he'number of technical, scientific, and /or professional

societies to which you had current membership.

0 b) 1-2 c) 3-4 d) 5-6 e) -More_ttian 6_

1 2 -3 4 . 5
4

12. Indicate the level within the social strata to'which you would aspire

to be 10 years from now.

5 a) Upper
4 b) Lower-Upper
3 c) Upper-Middle

.

Mr, C., a civil engineer, who is employed by a medium sized-construction

firm recently learned of a new building material which is used eaten

sively in Europe but never adopted in. the United States.-. The buildin4

material appears to have Several advantages in terms of substantial

cost reduttion,,superior insulation qualities, and relative ease. of

2.0 Middle
1 e) Lower-Middle

43



construction as compared to its counterpart in the United.States..'

After-a.thoroUgh investigation, Mr,. C. obtained extensive and reliable
information onthe characteristics, costs, and advantages of-Cher '-
new Material.- Further, his'coMpany.could eaSity obiaitieXcluSive
manufacturing rights for use in the United Mates.

Imagine,that yoUare Mr. t. Indicate which of the following would
hest describe your approach to the building material.

5 a) Recomm6d that.the new idea be utilized in the firs next major
building project so asto take advantage of the substantial cost
SaVings,

4- b Recommend that the building material be'used'in.one of the:firm S.
small, local building projects so as to test its acceptance...

3,c) Recommend that the firm construct` anonCommercialprptOtYPe.
2 d) RecomMend that the firm engage the services of an independent-

consUltamt firm SO as to.verify 'the information obtained and
to test market acceptance,,,-;. '

1.e -Recommend-that the firm waitAintil the building material has
received considerable commercial application lnYthe United States,

14. In your experienCe, which of the follov4ing do you tend towrely most
heavily upon as- a,source of technical information formork-related
projects-and/or,problems?

2 a) Literature-bookt, -overnment,Manuals, and professionalltrade and
technical journals,

3 b) Vendors7rdpresentatives of, Dr documentation generated"bysuppliers
or potential suppliers.

c) Personal experinnce - ideaS'whfch were previously used by your=
self ih'iimilar situations and recalled-directly froM memory.

4 0-7Staffselected members ofyour staff who are not assigned
directly to the project being considered.

5 e!) External soUrces,-. sources which do.not fall into--any.of the
above categories'.

15. Indicate the group of people to'whom you primarily.rela e,-

1 a) Officers within your specialized
2 Alork-related -olldagues (both military.and civilian).

p_ Community ass ciates.
4 d) I have a,prim ry,-reference group.but it is people other than

those listed hove.

5. e) I do not have a primary reference group. .

During the last month, indicatpthe relative frequency with'which you
recommended 'a specific item- of:interest, journal article, research
report, or a lead-to either, to a colleague Which dealt with a work
related topic,: .

0 b) 1-2 ) 3-4

2 .3

44

More' than '6

. 5



'17.. a middle management executive, who is'matried.andhas one
child, has been.working-for a corporation since graduation from
'college five years ago,: He is assured of a lifetime job with a
modest, though adequate, salary, and liberal pension benefits upon
retirement.' On the other. hand, tt is very unlikely that his salary,
will-increase much more ',eft:ire he-retires. While` attending a Con-

vention,.Mr..A.'is offered a job with a small, newly founded company
whichllas a highly uncertain furture, The new job would pay more to
start and would offer, the possibility of a share:in- the ownership if

the company Survived the competition of the larger-firms.

Imagine that you are advising Mr. A. LiSted below are_several.proba
r'IA)ilities or odds of the "-new company's proving financially sound.

..-please check the lowest probability:that you would consider accept-
'able to make it worthwhile for Mr, A. to take i' new job.

S:a) The chances are
4 b) The chances, are
3 c)- 'The chancesare
2 d) The chances are

1-t) '.The.chances are

Indicate Which of the

1 in 10 that the company Y-will prove financially
3 in 10 that the company will prove financially
5 in'10 that the -company will prove financially
Tin 10 that the company will prove financially
9 in 10 tha he company will prove financially

sound.
sound.
sound.
,sound.

sound.

following best characterizes your approach to an

innovative ideate___

,4

3 cJ.

2 d)
1 e)

Very eager to adopt new ideas.
Discreet use of 'new ldeat.
Deliberate for sometime before adopting a new idea.
Skeptical & cautious about adopting anew idea.
Prefer to.only.use proven ideas.



INSTRUMENT #3

Davis, J.R. A Stud to Aid/the Selection o
Change Process dissertation Las Cruces, NM New
city, 1971.

DissertatiOn Abstracts Order Number:- 71-126926 ,

114 Pages.

This instrument is based on a review-cif the literature to ascertain tasks
required ofOinkers and skills needed*linkers. (A linker in a public schoOl-
system is defined,as. a person, e.D1--eacher,,counselor, or administrator,
is select d from within the school -system -to becomein .active-member of the.
linking system while reMaining-in-the school Context. :The role is two-W.pyin
thatthelinkeils expecteeto'tarry;:theneeds'bf-colleagues tooutside.-experts'
and researchers,. as well as to bring neW.and'innovatiVe ideas back' to:the SchoOl
The instrument consists of 10 objeCtive items (e.g.,. "Now many innth4tiveA.deas.
has. this person convexed, toyoy-o-rally?") and 151i4cert-type rating items (e
rate the individual's demonstrated ability to "make peerS aware of new ideas
The instrument was developed in *Jorms: one to be completed by .the_suNect,.
and one, to completed. by%thesUOject's Supervisor.:

Linkers for the {ducational
exico State niver-

1

TheLPLowas developed and-used'as.a.criterion-variable in 4 dissertation
s_tudY7involving 60 EDPA-traineeSseietted from Southwestern schools. Fifty
educators-were selected from the_sameher similar -schoolLto non - treatment

:group. .The training program-was designed to equip-inschool. linkers-,"with the
information,and Skills-needed to transform provincial schools into modern
schoolS." The instrument was used as a criterion against which-a 'number of
candidate linker selection predictors biographic data,. Cattell 16PF
SCale,_the FIRM) Were'compared, since the differenCe mon the LPI.betwee the
trained and non-treatment roups was highly significant:,

, -

Predictor variables that were selected against aCompositeLPI criterion::
-based. on-the averages orself arld-superviser's ratings- includedjOb position,
low nuMber,of'inService workshops, Ithelnumberof.-meetings. outside district,
hijh'nuMber of professional memberships, and Most of the Cattell 1600 and
FIRO-B Subscales. The results of a factor analysiS'are reported in Davis' study..

,

46



Rater Ratee

LINKER PERFORMANCE INVENTORY

What is

A linker, in a publicschoolsetting is a person (teacher counselor,

administrator) who is'selectedjrom within:the-school system to'becomelian

active member of the linking system-while .reMaining in theschool7Content.
.

His roIe.in the linking system-is'a two-may.rdlein that he is expe--ted--to

`carr y. theneedsof-his polleaguse-to outside-experts. and researchers..

well as bring new andinnovative ideas back: to the school. He May;tie knoWn

by.other names such as change_egent," "consultant," "extensionspecialist,"

"demonstrator," etc. ,Basically, his job is -one of gathering, procetsip

and distributing educational knowledge. , e might be considered -to'b

"salesman" of new educational ideas,.

In light of the foregoing passage, -will you please answer the folloWing

lUestions concerning the. person whose name is listed at the top of-the

page. Keep in ind :that-this is net:an evaluation of the person as a teacher,

counselor, or-administrator. Rather, it is ad attempt to identify those

persons who will make good linkerS'. :The.basic.assumption is that net.all
.

good educators make good linkers any more than everybody.can sell used

cars. Answer -hese questions in reference-to the present (1970-71) School-

years

1. How many written innovative plans, either organizational or-
instructional has this persontOresented'for your-appraVal?,

How many innovative plans, .eithe'r instructional or gani-

zational has_.this Terson implemented?

How-manY other staff-members has this person
new techniques?

induced to try



How many meetings has this person initiated to disseminate
or demonstrate innovations to peers?

How many meetings has he/she attended to seek innovative
information?.

6. How many reports concerning innovations has person
'prepared and distributed to school personnel?

7. 'How many innovative ideas has this person conveyed to
you Orally?

'Jo your knowledge, how many outside experts -has this
person contacted for ad 'sice?

To your knowledge, how many experts within the school
hds this personcContacted foradvice?

10. To yOur knowledge, hOW many timeshas:this individual
carried specific needs from peers to researchers or experts?

Rate the individual's demonstrated. ability to: Low High

Make peers aware of new. ideas. 1 2 3-4 5-

* ,

2. Understand and translate, research findings, 1 2 3 4 5

3. Make new ideas.attrective.to. educators. 1 2 115

4. Overcome peer apathy. 1 2 4 5

5. Identify those peers most likely-to innovate. 1 2 3 4' 5

6, Be accepted by peers and researcher. 1.2 3 4 5

7. .Assist in trial and adoption of innovations. 1 2 3 4 5,

8. Evaluate and screen research output. 1. 2,3 4 5

9) ,Prepat:e written information documents. 1 2 3 4 5

10. Identify needs of the school. 1 2 3 4 5

11. Communicate to,peers on an individual basiS. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Get-the point across in group. meetings.. 1 2 .3 4 '5:

13. COnvince parents-and the community of the need
f6rchan§e.and innovation. 1 2 3 4'5

14. Understand needs of.parents and students. 1 2 3--4 5

15. Supply- "the answer" to questions '.concerning innovations
when asked, by members .of, the school community.. 1 2 3 4 5

48



INSTRUMENT #4

Hood, P. and Blackwell, L. "DUE Diagnostic Instrument." In Hood, P. and

Blackwell, L., An,Assessment System for Competence-Based Education: The

Educational Develo Ment, Dissemination, and Evaluation. Training Prosram.
San Francisco, CA Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, 1975.

This instrument consists ofasaMple of 72 competence statements Which.

were_draWn to provide equal representation of:three, major workcontexts--develop-

merit, dissemination:, and:evaluation (24 items each)- -and simultaneously to pro=

vide equal representation of- six process skills -- collecting information, analyzing,

planning and designingroducing,:evaluating, andcoMmunicating,:(12 items each,:''

four:in each of the three 'contexts).- :The instrument may beused in a SeIfrating
orSupervisor7rating*rsion.-Eacnitemris-rated.on-an eight-Point-scale that
combines knowledge and experience to provide a behavioral refer ?nce for:Making

judgmentsaboUt the attained level of-proffCiency,-,

,-.Jollowing-several preliminary tests 601 revisions,.e,field testbf:the
instrument (which Wa.sP art of a largee assessment battery) wastonducte&atlen
aCadeMjcinsOtutlens--offering training in educational: R&D- and at"nineVD:-

.ageocies.througheut:the,coOdtry. A total -of78-sUbjeOS 'proyi.deCuSabledata::::
(62:0dergraduate-and graduate students and 16 educational, product develOpers in

R&D agencies). Analysis of, data indicatedthat-the.DD&E,DiagnoSttc-instrument.
items were highly interairrlated; but. that. at-least .threepssibly fOurSLib
stales can be differentiated. Cluster analysis resulted inJour well-defined

cluSters: three asliociated'wjth DD&E contexts, and a fourth derived primarily

&Om itemsappearilin the D&D'contexts relating to publication, productiOn,

and relation Factor analysis .results suggest :that onlythree.faCtor.

scales are needed((i) develcipMent,-(2)- field test and evaluation,. and (3) pro',;

ductjon, dissemination, and marketing.-

Neither the clusteranalytiSnor.thelactor analysis resulted in a group

Of competence statements_associated-primarilYmitneny'nne:of the process,skills;,.

hOwever; the Skill Scale-factor loadings on the newly- defined DD &E factors.,"

exhibit' different and meaningful -patterns 'of'Skill' loadings. TheeValuation-

factor is most prominently associated with collecting information

and evaluating; the roduction-, ditseminatiOn-,-and.barketin: factor.With- planning'

anddesigning,.prOducing, communiCating;-and thedevelopment.facter'with,

analyzing, planning -and designing, producingi-and:evaluating.-
_ . . .

Analysisyof variance between-the Student,and.develOper groups indicated

thatthe majority_of.the items and all ofAhe scales discriminate between these

groups, In .terms'of-the proficiency,sCale,.--themeanS. for themajority'of-the

competence.statements- for the student groupt were below 4.0. ,On the other hand,

the_majorityof the competence-statement means.for-developers were above 5,0.

Both the students and the developers reported relatively higher levels; of pro-

ficiency in development and 5.4),--faloWed closely by:evaluation-M' ,and-

:with. relatively lower levels in disserflnation and evaluation 3.4 and, 4.5..
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It Should be noted that the DBE instrument takes aproduct developMent,
evaluation, and marketing perspective'. However, items from publication,
Production, and-Public Relations,ClusterScale and from the Dissemination
(Planning and-EValuation) Cluster Scale may be- useful additions for any com-
prehensive sampling of dissemination competence.

The DUE Diagnostic Instrument -was developed for primary use a. a. guidance

device tolie.used in planning a student's program of .indiVidual.iXed.study in
conjunction With-use of the DUE:competence-baSed learning, resources.* The
content of.the instrument.ls basedontheDBE Competence Matrix (see Figure 1)
which structures the impOrtant adtivitiesin development, dissemination, and
evaluation-(DUE) in terms- of three-contexts an0 ix procesS skillS, The
'Diagnostic Instrument is composed .of -a sampleoffouritems.(activity.statements)
for each cell of the matrix. The.task forthe student (or other rater) is to
rate the 72 items according to an ight-pointJproficiency scale. '..Theproficiency-
scale.combines levels of knowledge nd experience..

16 ,

LEyEL:01FROFICIENCY

S/he has no s ecific knowledge about this activity nor experience with
it.

5/he,has read about. or Seenthis,activity performed,-but has no expe-
rience it and doesn't really understand it.

5/he,has studied this activity or has frequently seen it performed
and has a -good understanding of iti but sAa has nbt yet. florae it.

.S/he has a general understanding of this activity and has had Some
experience with it, enough so that s/he can do it if s/t-le has either
detailed instructions or close supervision.

S/he has enough experience in performing: this activity. -to do it if
given-ehough general supervision or general instructions..

-S/he has enough knowledge and experience witn,this- aativity to that
s/he can perform this task quite satisfactorily Without supirvision
or job aids.

S/he has had extensive experience.with this activity, and, can perform
it quickly and efficiently, and do a Aop quality job.

8. S/he considers her/himself an expert in this activity and- fully
qualified to accoMpliSh unusually difficult or completely. novel work.

* The DUE Training Resources consist of a Users' Guide and 23 self- instructional
:modules (46 to 127.pp.) organized in six series (planning, information/data
collection-and-organization, communication,:deve]oOment,evaluation,-and dis-
semination and marketing). The Guide and each of the modules are'currently
priced at $5.00 ($115.00 for the entire set),-and are-published and distri-
buted by National, eaching Systems, Inc.,41137 Broadway, Seaside,- CA 93955.

C



Figure 1 . EXAMPLE OF USE OF DBE DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENT RESPONSE FORM AS A STUDENT PROM PLANNING DEVICE

Note: Numbers in brackets are student's self-ratiflgs.of current proficiency level :ObjectIve (obj,)
indicates student's general objective'foreach item block; HDH is th(diFS,repanlj,L__
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Results of the cluster analysis 'are presented blow. For each cluster,

the Atems are_listed in tile-order in which they were added to the cluster.
--

The letter to the left of the original item number indicates tbe DOH matrix

-column-inwhichtheitemwaslocated. D Developthent, E -.Evaluation, and

- ---
.'Dissemfnation/Marketing.

CLUSTER I PUBLICATION, PRODUCTION; AND PUBLIC RELATIONS'

Prepare speaficationS for audiovisual materials which will be
used in the -dissemidation-effort:

61.-Writepublic-relatiOns scripts for film and slide show's.

62. Write preSs releases to disseMinate informatiOdabout a new

Product.
,

56.. Make arrangements to secure copyrights and copyright- clearances
where,needeth

1 Take steps toassure that such.thinga as waivers,:releases,-
copyright releases, or patent prodbctionS. are. Secured when
:appropriate.

5B. Design an effective public relationS activity for a research
and development. organization or project'.

70. Deliver an oral presentatiori to a group of more-Ulan 20 pro-
fesional educators to disseminite information about a project
or product;

J.

21. With a position paper justffying the 'development of -'an educa-
tional product.'

12. Confer with production personnel to determine materials needed.

45. Prepare an Article for publication in a scholarly professional
journal.

Given funding resources, time and cost estimates, and project
priorities, plan a budget.

Retrieve information on polititaf,' social-, or economic 'factors
which have a bearing. on the analYsis of an educational, problem.
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DISSEMINATION (PLANNING AND EVALUATION)

Outline factors which must be considered in disseminating informa-
.

tion about an educational product designed for a spec:Hit:target.
group.

M .66. Carry out an evaluation of the effectiveness of a demonstration'
of-an educational product.

Plan interviews with potential' users for thepurpbse of deter-
mining-a market for yourproduct.-

55_ -,ReView alternativesfor the.-desigh.of a productin4terme of
possible problems in installing or- maintainingthe product.,

Mt Determine the thoroughness of distribution which occurred in
dissemination of an educ tional product.

68. After product installation'i interview users to determine if ade-
quate information was proVided

,

about how to install and use the
product. /

36. Determine criteria for S'election of:field test sites for a'
specified educational product.

63. -Prepare,a sample of an educational product which can be pre-
sented for a specified target group in order,to,determine
if the proposed product meets.the group's_needs.

54. Evaluate at least three different market research techniques
applicable-to a specific development.-

71. ',Conduct demonstrations on the use of an.educational prOduct.

51. Use at least threpdifferent information services to obtaitrinfor-
Mation about educational products similar to yours.

22. Discuss the deVelopment of.an educational product with potential
-user- groups.

64. _Prepare the specifications fora manual. which describes main-
tenance and proper usage,ot an :installed produdt.

24. Communicate product specifications to personnel will be
producing the product. ,

14. Confer with specialists s-when problems of production cannot be
solved the job.

69. Interact with users to establish. better understanding and cooper-
ation in tstalling a new educational product or program.

54
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CLUSTER II (continued)

-67. Given a marketing study, identify: (a) .the proble (b) how the

study was designed, and (c) the outcomes of the study,

49 llollect information on.installation costs for your instructional
product.

53. IdentifYthe crucial characteristics o
influence the. dissemination effort.

3

target group which may

44. Given a report.on the evaluation of an educational' product,
identify the pUrpose of the evaluation and the steps used in the

,process.
I '

50. Design data collection forms for a marketing study of an educa-

tional product.

Construct an annotated bibliography to accompany a. brochure
describing. the product being disseminated:-

'72. Translatequantitative or numerical information from a marketing
study into verbal:or narrative form. %

0 23. Interact and contribute. in a staff or consultant meeting.'

CLUSTER III - DEVELOPMENT

11. Arrange learning activities in a sequence to facilitate learning
or mastery:of objectives.

4

15. Write.exerciset which the learner should do in order to master

concepts or principles in an instructional unit.

D 19. Provided withprOduct specifiCations, review a product and
documentation on product development and field testing to deter-

mine if- the specifications have been met. :-

0 Categorize instructional objectives in terms of a taxonomy (e.g.,

Blo6M'S taxonomy. of the cognitive domain or Gagne)s conditions_

of learning)

1- In producing specifications for instructional materials, determine

an appropriate format for the materials.

16. Write copy for:instructional materials from prod specifications.

Locate .exitting methods or strategies which can be used in poten-

tial product development.
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CLUSTER III (continued)

0 5. Given a problem statement, information-on thojiistory of the
problem, objectives, and possible solutions, write a 2-page
proposal for solving the probleM, including a rationale for
the approach and a development schedule.

0 3. Prior to conducting a survey of the literature, prepare a
search strategy.

N,

CLUSTER IV - FIELD TEST AND EVALUATION

Evaluate test instruments using data collected in-try-out and
revision cycles in order to recommend instrument revisions for
the final field test.

37. Make revision in test instruments based on evaluation data.

17. Trapslate field test data into recommendations for action.

39. Prepare a test administration manual.

D 7. Provided with field test data on instructional materials, examine
low gain scores and determine if they indicate problemlfin test
construction or instructional materials.

-E 3. Determine if new test instruments need to be developed by re-
viewing how well available tests fit the evaluation objectives.

0 20. Informally try out a development product\with one or only a
small.

igroup,of

subjects to observe and. -record how the test ,

subjects use the materials, where and why they have dfficulties,
etc.--

,--

43. Determine the internal consistency reliability of a knowledge
test instrument:

6. Provided with current theories of instruction, relate them to
the' formulation of a design for an educational-product or program.

E 31. Analyze discrepancies between expected and actual test outcomes.

E 38. Make adjustments to test administration procedures. when situa-
tional factors make such adjuStmentt hecessary, in a manner
that will secure and protect the validity of the most important
data. ,



CLUSTER IV (continued)

E 25. -Prepare a coding scheme which will be used by, a group of coders
in preparing field test data for computer analysis.,.:

Determine which standard procedure for establishing validity
is best for your test instrument.

47. Prepare simple evaluatibh reports summarizing findings and inte

pretations of field test data.

E 34.

E 30.

E

D 18.

E 28.

E '26.'

E 41.

27.

E 40.

4.

E 29.

48.

E 46.

Design a monitoring system that will provide data on the status

-
of the operating system (such as actual versus intended outcomes,

unmet needs, probleMs, -etc.)

Formulate significant, answerable questions for an evaluation

study.

Given a situation where a randoMly assigned control group cannot
be established suggest feasible methods to control for extraneous

variables that may confuse the evaluaTnresults.

Conduct a case study of a program or,project.

Design data collection procedures to maintain privacy, or Confi,-

dentiality in collecting, processing, and storing information._

Organize statistical data information into a meaningful presitaifon.

Determine if theoretical Assumptions, underlying various statistical

techniques have been violated An analysis of data

Interpret scatter plots.

Explain the importance of standardiied 'procedures in conducting

an interview.-

In the contex.of conducting a survey of literature, scan and

evaluate obtained information for relevance:

List the major factors .which jeopardize the internal and external

validity of a specified evaluation study.

ITEMS WHICH DID NOT APPEAR IN A CLUSTER

Prepare graphs to display numerical information.

Give a short speech or oral report.

57
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REVISED DO&E.DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENT

Items marked by an asterick are new or revised items designed to

provide better coverage in each o the three DBE categories.

Development of EducatiOnal Products

Collecting Information_

*1. Use bibliographic resources such as Research in Education and Current Index

to Journals in Education to locate information supporting the need de-

velop an educational program or produc.'

Locate.exlsting methods or strategies which can be used in po e al product

development.'_

*3. Cohduct.a search to determine. if .products exist which could meet need(s)

for instructional materials'.

In preparing a proposal for a developMent project, search for_and,select
references which-would support-the rational and technical approach-of the

ixoject.

Analyzipq

5. Given a proble0 statement, information on tho_hisbry of the problem, ob-:

jectives and possible solutions, write_a 20-page 'proposal_for-solving the

problem, including a rationale for.the approach and.adevelopment schedule.

Use .theories of-lnstruCtion and lear g to de-sign an,educatiOnai produCt

or program.

Analyze jobor task requirements to deterMine objectives.for an instructional

program- or-Ooduct.

Categorize instructional. objectives in terms of 0 -aXonany'(e.g., BlOom's

TaxonoMY-of the cognitive domain or Gagne's conditions of learning)°.

*7.

Planning

*9. Plan the budget and schedule for a development project.

10. In producing specifications for instructional materials determine an appro-

priate format for the materials.
.

1 Arrange learning activities in a. sequence:to faCilitatd learning or mastery.

of objectives.

Design- alternative instructional methods for attaining the same set o

objettives.
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Product447

*13. Prepare ScriptS for instructional filMs or sound filmstrips.

*14. Improve curricular materials by revising them according to instrdctional

technology principles. --

15. Write exercises whi
or principles in a_

H. Write copy-for insti

prRauatinou

*17. ,Revi
Lion

he learner should do in order to master concepts

nstructional

ctional materials from product specifica'ions.,

first draft materials to determine if they comply with specifita-
tgarding objectives, sequencing, and Content,-

*18.. Evaluate.Alternative methods of presenting instructional- material /media
and instructional methods to catch them with instructional objectives,and.
-learner characteristics.

*19. Provided with product specifications, the test product, field test report,
and expert reviews, make recommendations regarding the nature and extent
.of revisions required. .

*20. Evaluate the feasibility and risks associated with alternative *roaches.
for redesigning a product.thathas failed to meet specifications.

Communicating_

*21. Prepare a technital report stating the need, rationale, anti proposed

technical approath for developing an educational product or program.'

Prepare a memorandum which summarizes the1ctions taken and problems
encountered in a meeting. with yoursdevelopment team.

*23. Secure the services of, and meet with consultants to ob n their advice

an'a recommendations' regarding a development project.

*24. Make a formal, oral report to the administrators of your organization

regarding the status of a development project.'



Field Test and Evaluation

Co I ec ting Information

-25. Prepare a coding'scheme which will be.usedoby as group_ of coders in
paring field test data for computer analysis.

26. Organize statistical data into a meaningful presentat

27. Interpret scatter plots.

p e -.

28. Design data collection procedures to maintain privacy or confidentiality
in collecting,- processing and-storing information.

Ana

:List .the major factors.whiCh ,jeopardize the internal and external 'validity

of a specified evaluaeon-stu

.30.. ForAlate $igni'flcant, answerable questions for an evaluation study.

1. Analyze discrepancies between expected and-actual test outcomes.

32. Determine -if new test instruments need to-be developed by'reviewing how
well ;,,,:ailable tests fit.the evaluation objectives.

P1 iznning

33. Determine which standard procedure forfor~ tablis.hing validity is best for--

your test instrument.

Design a monitoring system that will provide data on the status of the
*pirating system (such as actval vs. intended outcomes, unmet, needs,

o

problems, etc.

Given a situation where a randomly assigned control group can not be
est4blished, suggest feasible methods to control for extraneous variables
that nay confuse the evaluation results.

*36. In planning the evaluation of a new training program, determine the types
of subjects which should be used.
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Prodiici!ig

*37. Revise a test instrument on the basis of data collected during a pilot

test of the instrument.

Make adjustments to test administration procedures, when situational fac-
tors make such adjustments essential, in a manner that will .secure and

protect the validity of the moss important data.

*39. 'Specify a set of procedures- to-be followed by evaluation personnel in
,

administering test instrument.

40. Explain the importance of standardized procedures in conducting an inter-

view.

41. Determine if theoretical assumptions underlying various statistical
techniques have been violated in, analysis of data.

*42. Evaluate proposed test instruments to determine if they are valid,
liable and appropriate for specific evaluation purposes.

--e-

*43 Critique a field test plan 'in terms of technical adequacy, feasibility
and cost effectiveness.

*44. Review a draft field .test *Oft to determine if it complete
vid ready for. release.

Canniniimati.rut

*45. Prepare an article describing an evaluation study for publication in a
professional journal.

*46. GiVe an oral report of the-findings of an evaluation s

47. Prepare°simpre evaluation reports summarizing findings and i terpreta0fts
of collected- data.-

*48.' Prepare ghPhs to display numerical information summarizing field test
results.



Dissemination n -and Marketin

COZi tirc Dfformation:

49., Collect t-information on installation costs for your instructional product.

50. Design data collection, forms for 'a marketing study of an educational
product.

*51. Obtain information about strategies used to market,educational products
similar to yours.

*52.' Retrieve information on politidal, social, and economic facture whith may:,
have a bearing on the dissemination and marketing of an educ, I product.

Analyzing

53. Identify the crucial tharac erittics,of a target group which may influence,
the dissemination effort.

54. Evaluate at least:three different marks
to a specific development.

esearch techniques applicable.

Revievalternatives for the design-of a product7in
probleMs in installing or maintaining the produtt.

56. Make arrangeinents to secure .copyrights and copyrigh
needed.

_ems of possible

clearances where

Pianniv

57!.. Outline factors which must -be- considered in disseminating- information
,about an educational 'proOuCt designed for.. a specific target. audience.

58.. Design an effective public relations activity fora research-and develop-,-
.ment organization or proj

59 .Plan interviews with potentfal users for the purpose of determining a.
market for your product.

60. Prepare specifications for audio-visual materials which will be used
in the dissemination effort.



61. Write publit.relations scripts for film and slide Shows.

62. Write press releases, to disseminate. information about a, new product.-

-

63'. Prepare a sample of an educational product which canjie,presented to
A

specified target-group, in order to determine if the proposed product
,meets the group's .needs.

*64. Prepare a brochure forAsers which describes maintenance and:proper
usage of an installed-product.

Eva 4 la 4
\ - .

.
v .

65; DeterMine the thoroughness.' of distribution which occurred in dissemina,
Lion of an educational prOduct.

*66.- Det rmine the effectiveness of using a demOns ation -6-disseminate
information to yourlarget audience..

*67. Given the results of a marketing study, review alterhative,ditsemina-
tion plans to d= ermine which is most appropriate. for the product and
market studied,.

. .

68. After prOductinstallation interview users to determine. if adequate in,
formation was provided about'how to install and use the product.

Comunicdting:

*69, Interact with ,users to help, he- install a new educational product. or
program.

.

AL 'Deliver 0 oral presentation to a group of more than 20 professional
educatorsIto disseminatdinformatidn about a project or product.

*71. Confer with different types of users about their problems in the use of
and educational product.

*72. Translate technical information from a marketing study into a readable
summary report.
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INSTRUMENT #5

Jain, N Communication Amon _Linkers.- Chicago,AL:-, Paper presented at the
Central State§ Speech Association Conference, April 1-3. 1976.

ERIC ED 1.20 833.-12 peg

The content of thisAn§truMent must be inferred-from a convention paper.
Interviews and questionnaires were employed to collect data from a:sample of
50 land grant university faculty members from seven academic, departments, who
were specifically assigned-as Extension Specialists or Subject Matter Special--
Jistsin the Cooperative' Extension ServiCeon one site., Each person was asked
to name three'people who s/he seeks out most frequently for information and
advice,on'technical matters about extension work. This-Sociometrit information
was used to constitute three Variables:- (1) opinion leadership'.(nuMber of
sociometric nomination§ received); (2) intra-departmental colleagues sought
(number of persons named by the respondent who belonged to the same-department
as the- respondent); and (3) extra- departmental colleagues sought (number of
persons named:Who:did not belong to the academic department of the respondent ).
A second sociometric questions asked each respandent.tolistcolleagues (within
the'department-and in other departments of.* university) -with 'mhom-S/he
communicated most frequently-about technical'matters concerning extension work.
The total --number of nominations received was. used as a (4) communication network-
centrality score. A third question asked each -respondent-to
belonging to the department or to other departments. with whOM the _respondent..
and her/his faMilYlnet socially,. The total number of colleagues listed by each
respondent comprised a fifth Nariable, (5) social contacts withorgenizational
colleagues. bate were .also collected on (6) time (estimated average number of
hours per week) spent reading. professionaLand- nonprofessional-journals or
periodicals; (7)-organiiational.status; .(8)organizational experience (number
of -years with-present organization);and role commitment (percentageOf work
time devoted to performing a linking role in the state Cooperative'EXtenSion
Sqrvice ). The last three variables (status, experience, and role 'commitment)
were employed as control variables,

Correlational' analyses were focused on the relation of opinion leadership

for
of times a'person was mentioned by others as- one who was sought out

for technical-information) to-the other variables. -.The:resultS of this analysis
are displayed in Table,1 on the:following page.

This analysis indicates that (1) the number of extra,departraentalcolleagues
sought by,alinker..-for.information'andadvitels-pesitively related to his/her
opinion leadership; (2) the number of intradepartmental colleagues sought by
a linker forl'informatiOn and advite is negatively:related with his/her opinion
leadership; (3) the amount of time spent by a linker in reading technical,
periodicals is positively related to his/hero0inionleadersKip; (4) the-degree
of social contact of a linker. with his/her organizational.c011eagUes-iS PositivelY
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related to his opinion leadership; and (5), approximately the same'yalues are
shown for the partial correlations, which -hold organizationaLstatus, orwt-
zationalexperience,and role commitment constarit.

TABLE 1
I

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS
AND OPINION LEADERSHIP OF LINKERS

(N = SOY

COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS

---"---

CORRELATION. WITH OPINION LEADERSHIP

Pearson Product-
Moment Correlation

Partial Corre-
lation-

Extradepartmental Colleagues
Sought

lintradepartmental Colleagues

. 77 * .71 *

Sought -.45 * 2 *

1
Time Spent Reading Technical

Periodicals .19 '.25 *

Communication. Net work Centrality .,55 * .44 *

Social Contacts with Organizational

IColleagues
L.

.38 * .30 *

HOlding organizational status, organizational experience,
and role commitment variables constant.

*,
Significant at the p.05 level;' one-tailed-test.
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INSTRUMENTS WITHOUT DATA

INSTRUMENT

6. American Society for:Training
and : DevelOpment (ASTD)

"What DO Training-aheOevelep7
anent Professionals Really Do?"

REPORTS

DOMAIN/ CONTENT AREA

Cole B.

Linker Competency kill_
Aissessment'

Gasaway and Erwin,
State Department Office of
Education

Knowledge and Skills Self-
Assessm,r2nt Inventony.

9. The NETWORK

Diffusion Capability Self-
Assessment Instrument.:..

10. The NETWORK

Field Agent Skills/Traits/
ehaviors,.

11. Research for Better Schools (RBS.)

Linker Training Needs Assessment
Interview Schedule Activities, 69

PAGE

Skills 41

Knowledge ,

Skills 47

Activities . . . 59

Knowledge
Skills 65

12. Rosenau, F.

Priority Training-Needs of
Linking Agents'... . .....

13. Technical .Assistance Brokerage
Contractor, Cafrla Associates',.

National Diffusion Network (NDN)
Skills Identification

Skills 75,

Skil

Activi



INSTRUMENT #6

American Society for Training,and Development.' What Do Training:Hand Develdp-
mentProfessionals Really Do? Madison, WI: ASTIPS4q-OferssionAT Develop-
ment COmmitiee, 1977: i

This is a questionnaire preparedjor ASTD members to find out what activ-
ities Are really perforMed:'as.a basiS for identifying basic roles and coma
petencies. The results will be helpful in developing self-assessment tools
and Other professional development aids. The overall study is being.sponsdred
by ASTD's Professional Development, Committ- -Box 5307,-Madison, WI 53705)
and.conducted-by.the ManageMent,cp:- ng,f_rmof Towers,-Perrin, Forster,--
and Crosby.
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WHAT DO TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS REALLY DO?

1.. How has your organization's training and development activity changed during
the past five years (e.g., expansion, new functions, decentralizaton ?

In what ways is your job changing (e.g., how will it be different five years
from now)?

,

What is the most important skill or knowled'e re u rement
training, and development professional?

success as

What is -the most importarit behavioral_requirement for success as a training
and development profeJ..sional (e.g., maintaining credibility, empathizing,
being flexible, maintaining confidendes, being creative)?
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WHAT DO TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALS REALLY DO?

Which of the te.11o.virtq BEST describes your responsibility?
(please mark only one. even though others may apply)
vaintrup rittv.I'loptitorit practitioner
rersonnei generalist

Bill ittilt1 it :Wel-MI..1311 tit.tcher

full Hinz; stutiltit

rCiliI5Utitn1

A!1?

6. Approximately what part of your position is devoted to
(-raining and development?
a -itt7y to,ipt

irtlft Man halt
thou hair
more than halt
full time (10:39.,)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

7. How many other training and development professionals are
employed in your organizational unit?
iionq =`[ her . 0

S. 'How many of these persons report to you (directly
or indirectly)?
none other 0 5- 25 0
1 -4 0 more than 250

5-25
more than 25

9_ How many other employees report to you? (e.g., labor
'relations, compensatioo, clerical)
'none other 0 5 -25 '0

- 4 0 more than 25 0

10. 'Approximately where does your position report in your
organization? (which best describes?)
top-level management
corporate staff. government 'departmentor administration
maica division/aggitcyloperating company
department or functioitai unit
plant or office location
only locaboh of en organization
other (e.g.. special assignment)

T. What levers of people do you-prima
managers.
supervisors/Foremen,
prefessiOnalitechOicallsales
other salaried
hourly.

voluhteors
. general estprt l publiclsturlents

other

ly s in your work?

0
0
0
0
0
00
0

12. Total site of the colonization you serve:
Inns than 1:000 0 15,000 - 25.000 0 4i
1.000 L 5.000 0 more than 25.000 0'
5.000 = 15.000. 0

0094
' DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING

Use /42 or 1/21/2 black lead pencil only - DO NOT use ink or ballpoint
Make heavy black marks that fill the circle completely

Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change - make no stray marks
Examples of PROPER marks Examples of IMPROPER marks .

00 00 :'00 00 00 0
1.3. Size of to I population served in your work (active and

prospectiv training and development participants)
..___less than 500 5,000 - 15.000 0

500 - 1,000 0 15,000 or more

LOCO - 6,000 0
14. Total annual sales (or annual budget, if public sector or

non-profit) of your organization
under $25 million C)
525 to $99 million

5100 :o 6999 rilillmr1 0
over -$1 billion 0

DEFINITION OF SCALES
To what extent does your work include the following
activities? Consider the importance and the frequency of
occurrence of each activity and mark the answer that best
describes what you do.
O - does not apply, is not part of my' work
1 - a minor aspect of my work: occurs rarely and is

unimportant
2 - a small part' of my work
3 - a substantial part of my work (either frequent but

not necessarily important or infrequent but highly
important)

4 - a major part of my,work
- a most significant part of my work (both highly frequent

and important)
EXAMPLE: Construct questionnaires for analysis of

training and development needs
A AAA

SfiknoNA,
AAAA

A AAAst
AAAAA.

00
Constructing nee, -is sis questionnaires may be an important part
of your work, but ybo may do it only once or twice a year. The
appropriate response to this item, then. would be (3).-

15.:Construct questionnaires for analysis of
training and development needs

16. Conduct needs analysis interviews
17. Establish objectives for programs (e.g.,

behavioral or learning objectives)
. Design specific programs to satisfy needs

(e.g.. management. ievelopment. supervisory
training, technical development)

19. Determine program content (topics)

20_ Apply concepts of human development and
growth in designing training and develop=
risent programs

21. Apply adult leerQning theory/instructional
principles in developing program content
and materials

Evaluate alternative instructional methodl
1e.g., videotape, role-play, demonstration)

NCS Trans-Optic T4836.54321

111111111 1 11C11111111111111141111111111111111
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A Most Significant P

4: A WW1- Part
A Substantial Pert
2. A Small Part

1. A Minor Part
0.Doits Not Apply

Develop training materials, (erg.. workbooks,
exercises: :..tses)

24 Prepare scripts (for films, videotapes. 'etc.)
25. Write cases based On personal experiences or

observation i-Jarch)

26NDevelop programmed learning or computer-
managed instructional materials

A Most Significant Par
4. A Major Part

A Substantial Pa
2. A Small Part
A Minor Part

O. Does Not Apply

43. What training and development techniques
do you use? (please mark eacil technique)
lecture with or without media
films
videotape.' closed-circuit TV
discussions (cases. issues, etc.)
role playing
behavior modeling
simulation/advanced gaining
laboratory education! sensitivity training
programmed instruction/self instruction
coaching/counseling
on-the-job training/job instruction training

27. Evaluate "ready-made- courses or materials as
to their applicability

28. Determine program structure (length, number
of participants. choice of techniques. seating
configurations)

29. Experiment with new training and development.
techniques (innovate or, pilot test)

30. Develop program or courses in collaboration wit
colleges, universities. or other institutions

31_ Design community development programs

32. Determine appropriate sequences of courses or
programs (e.g., prerequisites, curricula)

33. Train or coach trainers p em leaders

34. Train managers and sup rvisors how to train

35. Develop criteria for selecting brogram
participants

36. Develop exercises and tests for measurement
of learning

37. Develop self-assessment tools (checklists,
manuals.. exercises)

job rotation
internships/assistantships
organization development techniques
Other

44. Identify training and development needs
through questionnaire surveys (perceived
needs, attitudes)

45. Identify training and development needs
throitgh -interviews or informal discussions

45. Identify training and development needs
through analysis of job requirements (job
descriptions, task analysis,- observar%an, etc.

47. Identify skips and knowledge requirements
of jabs

48. Evaluate training and development needs
to set program priorities

49. Identify training implications prior to imple-
menting other personnel programs (benefit
progr,'.-ti-r. recruiter training, iabor

' -'t %)

50. Idt,ntciy the impact of t:eining and develop-
rne,Iti or other personnel programs or policies

38. Conduct training programs 51. Use bruanization de opinent intervention
techniques (e.g., teem buNding, inter-group

9 Decide whether t use an existing program. I j merfings)
purchase an external program or create a new
one to satisfy needs

40_ Design questionnaires for evaluating training and
development programs (feedback)` Counsel individuals on career levelopment

52. Determine managerial /employee a:var.-met
of the availability of programs

fleviSe materials /programs based on evaluation
feedback

Analyze performance problems to determine' ally
applicable training and deValopment solutions

"41 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1

54. Establish and maintain good working rela-
tionships with managers as clients

5. Explain recommendations to gain
acceptance for them

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1



-.5. Assist rrtartagnrs in implementing on-the-
.job training

7 Assist otbeis iittplornerrting training and
development programs

3. Inter;iet date ;,:atistics on training and
dinelopoient

g. prnier.t future training needs (relating to
management succession, organization
change, etc.)
Drilainze and sTiirf training arid develop.
Merl function Or department
Make formal management presentation
plans for training and development pro-
grams and protects

;.2. Prepare budgets (plans) for training and
development programs and projects

-3. Maintain infOrmation on training and
development costs and/or benefits

;4. Assess performance before and after
training to measure training effects

15. Establish/maintain a library (training re-
sources, career development inform'ation)

Identify and evaluate external training
and development programs

7 Prepare/ disseminate internal and external
training and development program
announcements

8. Arrande for participation in external
training and development programs

9. Design or use information system for data
on programs. projects, participants, in-
structors, materials. etc.

0. Design data collection procedures to
maintain privacy or confidentiality

-1. Apply criteria for selecting program
participants

"2. Maintain records of participation in training
and developmelp programs

'4. Secure necessary copyrights or reprint
permissions

3?

3. A Substantial Pa
2_ A Small Par
A Minor Part

s Not-Apply

75. Identify equipment and supplies required
for training and development program

76. Eilraluate proposals from outside consultants
77. Obtain (contract with) Outside consultants
7S. Obtain internal instructors/program

resource persons
79. Evaltiate internal instructors/program

resource persons

BO. Obtain, hire external ins ructors;program
resource persons

Evaluate external instructors/program
resource persons

82. Arrange program logistics (facilities,
lodging, meals. communications, etc.)

83. Supervise production of training and
development materials (sildes. films.
cassettes. manuals. etc.)

84. Contract with outs.-le vendors (purchase
materials. programs)

55_ Hire professionals to record cassettes

86. Prepare artwork and copy for slides

87. OPer te audio - visual equipment

Counsel with employees on training and
development matters

89. Counsel with managers and supervisors
on training and development

90. Supervise the work of others (plan.
organize, schedule, etc.)

91_ V. rep abreast of training and development
z.tivitics in other organizations (e.g..
competitors, other local firms)

92. Communicate with government personnel
on training and development matters (e.g..
meetings. conversations. correspondence)

93. Keep abreast of EEG/Affirmative Action
regulatkons and related training and
development practices

94. Keep abreast of OSHA regulations and.re-
lated trainingand development practices

1 1 1 11 1,111 11 11 11,1 11 11 1 1 1111 1 1 1 1111 11111.11 11 111 1 11



110. What

O. Does Not Apply
Attend seminars/conferences on training
and deVelopment (e.g.. ASTD meetings)

.
96. Keep abreast of training and development

concepts, theory, techniques. and approaches

97. Attend seminars/ conferences for your own
professional development

- 98. Interpret statistics and data (e.g., scatter
plots, ttene series)

99. Present statistics and data (e.g., charts, tables)

100. Write reports or manuals relating to training
and development

101. Write proposals for programs r projects

102. Write speeches relating to training and
development

103. Write articles (for periodicals, internal
publications)

104.. Write memos or announcements

105. Administer achievement tests /aptitude
tests/questionnaires

106. Other training and development activities
you perform:

A.
B.

C.

D.

High.

School

College

Graduate

he zip code. where you

Question 1
Your Major Field e

Indicate your level of formal education attained and fill in
boxes above for major field of study:
some high schotil 0 bachelors degree 0
high school graduate 0 some graduate study 0

master's degree 0
associate degree 0 doctorate 0
some college 0

112. What is your age
Under 25
25- 34
35-44

107. Which of the following BEST describes your training and
development specialization?
generayst
trainer/instructor
career developmenr(counselor
organization development
consultant
community development
other

108. How many years have you been a training and development
professional? 1

0-4 years 0
5- 10 years 0

11 - 24 years
25 years or more

0
0

09. How many_years have you been in your present organization?

0- 4 years 0 11 -24 years 0
5- 10 years 0 25 years or more 0

O 45 -54 Ct
O 55- 64 0
O 65 or. ove

What is your salery level?
under $5,000 Q.
$5,000 - $14,999 0
515.000 - $24,999 0

114. What is your sex?
female 0

115. What is your race?
White
Black

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander
American Indian or Alaskan native
Other I

S25,000- S35,C
over 535.000

male

0
0
0
0

72

DO NOT WRITE II%1 THIS SPACE

SPECIAL CODE COMPUTER
USE ONLY

1 2 3 4

0
0

0
0 0

0
0 0

THANK. YOU!
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What new equirements do you feel are emerging as important for raining 'and developriiint -professionals?

117. Which of the following,best describes your personal long -terr n career objective?

0 training and development specialist or manager educator/teacher/academician
0 other personnel responsibilities (e.g., personnel director, labor relations) 0 other:

other organizational functions (e.g., marketing, production)
0 consultant (internal or external)

119. Identify a specific resource that has been most useful in your n development as a training and develop
professional. (e.g., a course, seminar, book)

ent,-

119. Please give examples of any behavior you have observedf' which you consider unethical or Improper for a
training and development professional.

120. What is the nature he industry or organization where you work? (which best describes?)

0 insurance commercial aviation chemicals/pharmaceuticals 0 non-profit (voluntary,

banking /savings & lending utilities computers/data processing foundation, clergy)

institution 0 agriculture/natural resources automotive trade /professional association

retailing mining electrIcal/electronfc 0 law enforcement .

communications/broadcasting/ metals textiles state and local government

publishing petroleum industrialgeneral federal government

restaurants/food/hotel
0 recreation/amusement

pulp and paper/forest products
construction

health care
0 educational Institution gomi'hijetrarY

transportation 0 beverages/Wiling/brewing other

7



Flease provide any

:10

ionul comments or information that would be useful.'
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INSTRUMENT 7

Cole, B. "Linker Competency Skill Assessment." In Cole, B. Linke e Training

. for Regional Education Service Agencies . Portland , OR No est Re-

gional Educational Laboratork, 1977.

Linker Competency Skill Assessment rates a list pf:appropriate linker
skills from-skill competence.one has now to need furtherAeVelopment. It is

reproduced by courtesy of Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 710 S.W.
Second Avenue,-Portland, OR 97204.
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IMPROVING TEACHING COMPETENCIES PROGRAM

Linker Competency Skill Assessment:

Below=is a representative- list of appropriate linker skills,

Beside each skill are two Lows. The top row represents. the degree

which you believe you have the skill competence now, the bottom row

represents the degree to which you believe yeu need further development
!

F

in the skill: It is possible to feel the skill is developed sufficiently

and little further development is needed. This is illustrated below

for "problem identification .`r

High

"Problem identification

7

Have

Need Further_
Development

Conversely, it is possible to have. a relatively high sense of skill

and still feel a need for mare. In this case,' the response,.competence

might he:

rob em identification'

High Low
V."

X! Have

Need Further
Development

Thus, consider "have the skill- competence" and "need the - skill"

two independfnt_factors, Rate each of the below areas'in terms of your

perception of skill competence and skills needed.

7 6

NM.
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4;3

h

7

1 BLE, SOL! N. SKILLS > ___ _ _

nave
-

.

.ed

Probleth ntification

\

, _ _ _ - _ Have- _ .

Need

gnosis through the force ,

-0,1d technique
- _ _ _

!laud,
...._

Need

.Force fieldanaly and
data ga-thering

\

Have

Need
---

A

Deriving imPlications and
action alternatives,

_....

Mayo
_ _
ed

liraii1st_i wing - _ - ____
Have

Need'

Planning for action _ _ _ ___-, ..

Have
.

Need

.Evalua on 7-
Have

Need

AppI tent _-_ of problem solving
skills

- --- Have
---

Noed

nning
Have

- -
Need

Others _ 3 _ 4--

Need
UMMMIMOW

a

AMWWW

-INTERPERSON- COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Have

-
Need

Lis ,ning '' d saying skills _ _ ___..._
Have

Need

Lehavior description

------- --_

- _

__-_

_ - _..._..._
Have

Need
_

Describing and accepting
feelings

.-- a
,

Have--
Need

Giving and receiving feedback -
Have

Need

Helper and helpee skills - _ _
Have
_
Need

--,
Have

Need
One-way and two-way
communication

-



A P ) RTAlf JOB SKI I.S

Cornmunic;it ing wider pressure _ __ ._ _ _ d.4_ __ --

!Live

N.-eil

Othor s
_ _ ._ __ _ __ __ _ _ ._ __

HaHave_ _

Need

GROUP PROCESS SKILLS _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ _
Have

_ _
Nerd

Observing and analyzing group
interaction

-
lava

Need

Dealing with clear and unclear
coals

Have

Need

Making decisions in groups _ _ _ _ _ _____ _

Have

Need

Leadership roles and group
liirtivit

-N-
Have

Need

Analyzing leadership styles 3 T ___ _ e s a= ________
Have

Need

Dealing with group pressure,
conformity and influence

_a __ _ _ __, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
lave

Need

Dealing with conflict Flay

Need

Utilization of group resources lave

Need

Spotting and dealing with hidden
agendas

--
Have

Need

Increasing awareness of helping
and hindering behaviors

Have

Need

Identifying various effects of
leader behaviors on group interaction

Have

Need

Giving and receiving help
Have

Need

Applying criteria to identification
of organizational issues

-
Have
_ _ _
Need

t

Diagnosinr, indiVidual and group
needs in Lhe area of process skillls

_ _. -

Have

Nee d

Have
_ _ _
Need

Applying criteria in writ
problem statement
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High
APPROPRIATE JOB SKILLS

- -

-_ _ _ _

_

Havi_ - _
Need

. Identifying priorities for skill
practice exercises

Applying guidelines for conducting
skill practice exercises

_________
Have

Need

Have -
Need

Evaluating acqUisition of skills

Others
Have

Need'

INTERPERSONAL INFLUENCE ILLS - _ _ Have

Need

Defining my need influence

- - -

Have

Need

Face to face influence)

-

. Have

Need

Feelings and the process of
interpersonal influenpe

_ Have_
Need.

Values in interpersonal influence
_ _ _

Have _

Need

Congruence of intentions and actions _ _ _
Have_ _
Need

Influence and non-verbal behaviors _ - __ _ _Have_ _
Need

Helping relationships i a g _ _ _ _
Have`

Need

Identifying own characteristic styles
of influencing

_ _
Have_ _
Need

Came playing awareness - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Have_ _
Need

Assessing group norms _ _ _ Have
-__

Need

Others _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Have_
Need



Gasaway and Erwin. Knowledge and Skills Self-Assessment Inventory. Spring-
field, IL Illinois State Depprtment Office of Education, 1977.

This is an assessment inventory prepared by the Illinois Office of-Eduta,-
tionfor use with State Department field team members prior-to establiShing,-
thining programs for theM.. It is reproduced by- courtesy of the Illinois
Office of Education, Program Planning an,I Development Division, 100 North
First Street, Springfield, IL 62777.
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KNOWLEDGE MD SKILLS

SELF-ASSESSMENT INVENTORY

PREPARED BY STAFF DEVELOPMENT

CARL GASAWAY AND CLIFF ERWIN

Program_PlanningAnd Development

Illinois, Office of Education

100 North First Street .

Springfield, Illinois 62777
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KNOWLEDGE AND ,SKILLS
SELF- ASSESSMENT- .INVENTORY

TEAM

DATE

This inventory is designed to stimulate your thinking about and assist yoU
in assessing. YOUr level :-of knowledge and skill development necessary for
consulting with adminiStrators, teaChers and other school personnel..

DEFINITIONS

Please refer to the following orking,definitions when 'responding to each
activity.

CONSULTING it the - process of working with clients in i.Mannerwhich focuses
on the relationships aid events which occur when people are working on a
task. The stance is primarily that of facilitating.' -and assisting clients
as they identify. needs or issues and seek solutions.

KNOWLEDGE' is the particular existing (present) range of one's information,
or acquar,itance:with facts.

SKILL is the ability to use one's,knowledge effectively and readily in the
execution or performance of some action.

NSTRUCTIONS

This-instrUment is designed to assist -you in asseSsing.your current level
of knowledge and skill development in 10 :areas.

Each skill is defined and includes a rating scale with valuesof l through

6. Each-value is defined bdloWI

A. Scale ValUes

1. None. No understanding of -he concept whatsoever or totally unable:
to perform the attion.

THIS MATERIAL MAY BE REPRODUCED WITH THE PERMISSION OF THE ILLINOIS OFFICE
OF EDUCATION - LEA SERVICES DEPARTMENT

82
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2. Very Low. Have enough understanding to participate quietly and use-
fully observe in situations.

/-

3. Low. Have enough understanding and capability to follow the lead
of others and support others.

4. Moderate. Have enough understanding and capability to actively
contri ute in average pressure situations.

5. High.. Have enough understanding and capability to function alone
in an effort without support from others.

6 Ver: Hi -h4 Have enough understanding and capability to lea /teach
ot-era in an effort.

B. After you have received clarity of the abOve definitions, please respond
to each activity in all skill areas by circling the scale number
(value) that best decribes your knowledge and skill level.

C.' After you have responded to the specific activities of all 10 skill
areas, compute the composite rating for each area. This can be accom-

plished by using an arithmetiC average.

D. Transfer the average rating for each of the 10 skill areas to the
individual profile sheet. Retain these forms for later use
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L AREA 1

COMMUN .T SKILLS - Thos, listening and speaking skills which a consultant
uses in all phases of working with administrators,
teachers- and other LEA personnel.

1 rate your level of knowledge and skill in each of the following areas/
activities:

ACTIVITY

Listening attentively

2 Paraphrasing to ensure
understanding of what
others are saying

3. Checking out for clarity
and understanding by
client--

4. Identifying patterns
of communication (norms,
one-and-two-way
communication, eta.)

5. Identifying non-Verbal
cues

6. Giving and receiving
feedback

8.

Indicate your average rating
for knowledge and skill.in
this area for entry .on the
Individual Skills Profile.

KNOWLEDGE SKILL

now at to a an

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4.5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 456

1 2 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 23 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 56

84



SKILL AREA 2, ENTRY / INTERVENTION SKILLS

Conscious behavior by a consultant which helps an individual. or up to
move in a specific direction.

1. Establishing rapport and credibility

2. Setting:a conducive environment (climate)

3. Clarifying my role as a consultant

4. Collecting data to determine need for service

5. Deciding whether to continue or to negotiate a new resource for provision
of service

Finalize mutual expectations and commitments

7. Translating an issue into a problem statement fca the client_

8. Pointing out that a clie/group is attending to several problems
simultaneously rather than sticking to ore problem at a'time.

9. Point how the client/group utilizes its resources

10. Pointing out dysfunctional behaviors which keep the group from achieving
a cohesiVe working relationibio

11. Verbally reinforcing-client/group behaviors such as gatekeeping, agehda
building, etc.

12.

13.

SKILL AREA 3, DIAGNOSTIC SKILLS

(The consultant acts as a process observer) - Those skills which enable-a
consultant to assess a situation so that he/she can make appropriate inter-
ventions to aid the client(s).

Note: This section is based upon the, assumption that the:consultant will
describe-his/her role to the group prior to providing service.

Observing and analyzing leadership styles

Observing and analyzing decision making modes

I

85



Observing and analyzing how internal resources are utilized

Determining when the use of specific assessment instrumalts (surveys,
teacher methodology, morale, etc.) is appropriate

5. Observing and analyzing group norms

6. Observing and analyzing the group's overall effec veness

8.

,SKILL AREA 4, GROUP FACILITATING SKILLS

(The consultant acts as a facilitator while the group lUnctifisi Those
skills which enable a consultant to help a group iJ Mentify its ockinq
promoting forces, its problem-solving techniques and its tither )rv;esses,

1. Helping groups to identify issues (task )nWp)

2. Helping groups to clarify decision-m4kirg mod

3. .Helping groups to analyze leadership styles

4. Helping groups to deal with groUp pressure, conform and influent*

5. Helping groups to deal with conflict

.

5. Helping groups to identify and deal with hiddon gerdas

7. H21;ping groups to utilize their individual resovces

8. Helping groups to evaluate their task effectiveness

9.

10.

SKILL AREA 5, PROBLEM SC)JING

Those skills which a consultant ;,s to help his/her client(s) eliminate
or cope with.a.situation identi 1 as a problem.

1. Identifying problems 'clerlyand specifically

2. Using assessment techniques
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. Using brainstorming techniques

4. Using Force Field Analysis

5. Generating solutions and determining implications

6. Planning for-action (Implementation)

7. Conducting evaluation

6..

9.

SKILL AREA 6, INFLUENCE/POWER

The ability of one parson to'affect the attitude, behaviors.or.ideas of others.
The ability'of one person to control. the behavior of another perSon by. eason
of position or authority.

1. Identifying my .own style of in -Aci-ng and my need to influence

2. Being aware of game-playing

3. Assessing. group norms

4. Identifying congruence of intentions and actions

5. Identifying nonverbal behaviors that influence others

6. Understanding and heaping theclient(s) to understand power.bases

7. Coping with and helping the client(s) to cope with feelings of power
and powerlessness

Diagnosing and helping cleht(s)

SKILL AREA 7, DESIGN SKILLS

diagnose p er 'struggles

The skills of putting together necessary,components and sequencing them in
a logical flow. to meet a client's need for a particular service:

Understanding the need to involve various groups (teachers, students,
communI4 members, etc.)
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2. Using assessment techniques

3, identifying oals

4. Prioritizing

5.,-Understanding the relationship among components of the planning process

6. Budgeting/Accounting

7. Planning Programs

8. Planning evaluation strategies

9.

10.

SKILL AREA 8, RESOURCE UTILIZATION

The process of using th6se knoWledges and skills available to a consultant
in the form of personnel, materials, time and money to help-his/her lient(s)
solve problems.

Diagnosing information and resource needs of clients that can7.
with internal-to-client resources

Using systeMatic procedures and established channels to bring resources
to clients (retrieval ski110-
a. WngAnternaTagency resources (PP&D,.IRON, etc.)
b. J5ing external resources (universitiesprofessional organizations- et

Using k owledge- transformation skills.

4. Using adaptation/modification skills and understandings

.

6.

SKILL AREA 9, CONFLKT,MANAGEMENT/UTILIZATION

The use of conflict situations as a source of learning for the-Consultant
to'become mare effective in working with individuals and groups within the

1. Understanding basic causes of conflicts

88
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2. ,Diagnosing conflict situations

3. 'Identifying alternative ways of'coping with conflict

4. Using third-party conflict resolution

5.

6.

SKILL AREA 10, EVALUATION SKILLS

Those skills which enable a consultant to determine the quality of his /her
task and relational efforts with clients.

1. Using forMative evaluation techniques

2'. Using summative evaluation techniques

3. Documenting evaluation resul

4_ Using eN#9uation results in decision-making

5. Planning/designing evaluion techniques

6.

7.
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INDIVIDUAL SKILLS PROFILE
PRIORITY SHEET.

ATE

Instructions: Prioritize the ten consultant skill are based on yobr need
for additional knowledge orskill development in each area

Priority #1

Priority #2

Priority #3

Priority. #4

Priority #5

rioritY #6

Priority #7

Rriority #8

Priority #9

Priority #10

KNOWLEDGE "ILL
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INSTRUMENT #9

The NETWORK, Diffusion Capability Self- Assessment Instrument. Andove MA:
The NETWORK, 1977.

This instrument is reproduced by courtesy of the NETWORK, 290 South Main
Street, Andover, MA 01810L
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DIFFUSION CAPABILITY SELF-ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

The NETWORK
290 South Main Street.
Andover, MA 01810

RATIONALE: This instrument is designed tort provide the Technical Assis-,
tance contractors with an informal indication of the needs
of self-assessed diffusion capabilities of each of the 18-
compensatory .projects. This information will;be used imme
diately in designing the early October training event and
identifying resource agencies and individuals.

INSTkUCTIONS: On the following pages, you will find.a,fairly comprehensive
listing of activities and tasks typically facing a locally- ,

developed program gearing up for widespread diffusion work.
Beneath each item, jot a couple of sentences assessing your
project's capability in that area and likely need ',-*or outside
assistance (in further refining that capability). In cases
where you feel you "ill -need considerable technical-assistance
from outside your project, please circle the number of the
item.

Your Name:

Project s Ae:

Address:

Telephone
Nuthber:

Name of person other than, yourself, who can be contacted for
follow-up:



dl

1. DevelcOng, using, and evaluating an overall diffusion plan which
includes objectives, budget planning, an activities timeline, staff
assignments, and plans for identifying local andiother funds and
resources to extend diffusion project salaries, travel, and material's.

Identifying appropriate target audiences for your project.

1

Creating or redesigning awareness materials such as-brochuret, news
releases, indepth descriptions, and audiovisual presentations.

Redesigning or adapting various. project components to enhance their
replicabjlity in adopter sites.

5. Conducting awareness sessions for a variety of audiences at the loca
state, and regifinal \levels.

6. Rearranging your schedules,..faCilities and staff to function-as a
demonstratiOn site providing -an optimal experience for

while minimally disrupting. the'StUdents' learning environment.
. ,

95
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7. Negotiating your involvement with potential adopters and = eating mutual
expectatiOns.

Performing organizational diagnoses of adopting school systems in order
to - identify key personnel and subgroups and eventually obtain-their-,
commitment.

9. Confirming availability and suitability of needed facilities,, resources,
materials, and staff at the adoptiorrsite.

10. Planning and.conducting project-focused training sessions desi d to
meet the needs of partiCipating school personnel.

J
11. Conducting an analysis -of project materials and procedure's to determine

the degreb. and direction of their adaptability to meet local Heeds and
constraints.

, 12. Helpingto-lnstall the program on a trial or pilot basi and, in some-
cases, conducting an evaluation of the trial. adoption's effectiveness
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13, Creating an implementation plan for use.by the local adopter- which
includesobjectives, activities, staff assignments, budget control,
ania timeline. .

14._ -Developing. support mechanisms within the scho61 to co1plement the
new program.

15. Developing documentation and evaluation procedures for your own diffusion

activities.

16. Planning and conducting follow-up technical assistance to 'local school---
systems.

Building and maintaining effective working relationships with adopter
sites,' state education geRcies, state facilitators, and the National

Diffusion Network.

--`

18. Additional comments?



INSTRUMENT #10,

.14

The NETWORK. Field Agent,Skills/TraitsjBehawlors. Andover, MA: The NETWORK,-
1977. '

This self-rating scale is an vllrstrative.example of an instrument that
has been tailored-te the cont64r-tiT a, specific educational linking agent pro-
ject, the Reading Consortium. There is no reported. validation data At is
reproduced here by courtesy of the NETWORK1- 290 South Main Street,. Andover,'
MA 01810.



FIELD AGENT SKILLS /TRAITS /BEHAVIORS

The following is a list of- behaviors, traits and skills which we-believe L
are important -ones for Liking Agents (and other Staff) to,possess and
demonstrate. It is by no means all-inclusive4 please add -to the

-We think-the list may he belPful a) as-4 guide, b) as'a self diagnostic
instrument.

r

Skills/behav Self-IZating

(Suggested scale:

1. I need lots of work on this one
2. I could use some polishing on this one
3. I am.rather strong in this dime ion)

DATES

June 1976 August, 1976

1. A field
_

agent relates well to clients.
..

a. Has an easy manner-
-

Empathizes with client
.

c. Is

-

perceive as non-threatening

d. Uses a common vocabulary

e.

,

DevelopS the proper relationship
witch power people. (e.g. respectful

but not intimidated)
. .

Demons ates good communication

--Good e e contact

=L4rAphrases
---Is a

g.

_gOodTistener

Understands client's frame (s)
of reference .
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h. Deals with rusfratiortin a non -panitive way-.

2. A field agent is- helpful.

a. Offers advice'when appropriat

b. Witholds advice when appropriate

c. Asks "good" 6,Uostions

d. Descri whatl/he's heard/learnell,
(

Movas towardclosure

OUtlinesnext-steps
, .

g. Gets-Client agreeMent on

h Sets exrectations

and (f)

Makes useful- and appropriate contextual'remarksje.g., "Often when
people in organizations find thertiselves Wsuch situations

j. Describes the purpose, of contact, e.g.
xpected outcomes

--role of self

K. Helps client describe/state problems

Helps generate'appropriate=poSsible solutions

m. Other:

A fieldeagent is knowledgeable.

Knows, can aescrThe.The Consortium

Knows about other NIE,fullided programs

c. Knowi about other NETWORK programs
. .

d. Knows the context in (rich the dr9anization exists (i.e, has gathered
information abou e school, has read-local fiewspaper

9

understands organizations their structures and problems

s organization theory

Knows other appropriate information e.g.
--the Reading fteld
--the specific SEA relationships

o



- -with .thOlOme agency Education and State poljtics
-- National Diffusion Network" -

--Title III/IV

Other:

- -Right to Read
- - International Reading Association

A field ageht documents and describes situations visits peop e places.

a. attempts to learn .somet4U new wi th *4 contact

b. Writes clearly .and precisely about wha. rf she/he'has learned
r

c See and describes--
-the organization

-7 the contexts (systems, subsyste
- -people

--behavi or
- -influences

Takp5 an objective, detached perspe =tive on , events n whiCh she /he

has been personally

e,, Can draw implications,. gener<.1 i zat4 on. frOm limited data,
recognizing amid identifying possbe m srpadingt.

Other:

A field agent takes. appropriate_ next-.steps

a. Ask for help (from colleagues & others)'

Ube -help

Prepare follow-up letters

Recommen&next stepS

Come'up swinging after a rough meeting

'identify ,and use support resources of the Consortium

hile

he/he .knows* how to--
6 .

g. Other:

Other:

Some basic consultant HOMILIES:

'No solution gets accepted in the absence of a relationship." R. Harris

**"Positive. reinforcement works well with .clients:" M. McConkey .

**II I never helped a client .1 Alidn2.t -W..Rogers

f)



INSTRUMENT'.#1:1-

4

Research for Bettet SchbolS, Inc. Linker Trainin Needs AssesSment. Interview
Schedule. Philadelphia, PA: Research for Better Schools, Inc.

The RBS training needs asses&ment interview is an informal one Which is
designed to obtain training needs information through a progressivelY focUsed
discussion that begins. with an.exaTination of linking:toles and then moves to

an examtnationof Comprehensive pinning assistance activities,, to fdentifi-

cation.and desCript4on of the specific:tasksthat are related to these activ-
ities, then 6 task knowledge and skill requirements,, and-finally to a discus-

sion of training needs The interview thus "anchors" training needs to'tbd.
specific role; activity; ajid task that are relevant to each interviewee.,,,'.

The attached three worksheets, were used by'R-BS interviewers to.record
the responses of state education agency. staff concerning their linking agent

role responsibilities,-activities, tasks, and training needs. The interview§

were informalonsequently there is no prestribed set of questions. To begin

the'interview, each person was told he purpose of the interview (to better
understand what the person ,as now doing in their ..-Thrk with schools and to

discOver where training might be most helpful) and was then-asked to brieflY;

dEscribe'the general kinds of work they performed with local school districts.
After this warm-up question,.the interviewee was asked v4-ich kinds of,roles-

(see Worksheet #1) were involved in his or he work with local striools:' infor-

matibn linker, program facilitator, technical assistant, or process enabler..

EiCh role was described briefly so that the interviewee -under, ood the labels.

For each rle toe interviewee performed, a separate wnrksheet #1 was cothpleted

to identify the subject content foci and to abtain,specific descriptions &f

role responsibilities.-.( "Please indicate the areas of focus of your work."

"Now would you tell me exactly what you do.'

0n Worksheet #2, respondent were asked to indicate what specific activ-

ities they performed, andr.then to specify for each activity with whom (e.g.,

teachers,, counselors, curriculum coordinators) they'worked, what they did,

and how they did it.
go.

Worksheet- #3 was used in conjunction with Worksheet #2. The interviewer

ulected'an activity that had been checked.and describ-M-on Worksheet #2. The

interviewee was asked to describe the specific tasks related to that activity.

("Think of a'school diStrict that you worked with rOcently;' what exactly did

you o? Whftasks did you perform to accomplish thih activity?") Tachiactiv--/-
ity checked on Worksheet #2 was examined in turn. After the tasks were de-

_.s.Deribed, the interviewer probed for task knowledge. (know. about) ancrskill

(know how to) requirements., After these were recorded, the interviewer asked,

"Tell me what you are interested in in terms of training." Areas where thq

interviewer indicated iinterest.in'obtaining training were marked and annotated

based on further probes concerning the type of training desired, reasons. for

wanting. this kind of training, etc. At ene of the interviewoothe inter-

viewer showed each person Opt they had.rec9rded and'asked 'PIO to especially

look over the tasks, the list of task requitements,,ana the areas where

training interest was-indicated. Finally, intervieweeswere,asked if there

were any other training needs that had not been mentioned.-



ROLE Complete a copy of Workpeet #1

_for each role)

Iniormation Linker

0 Zrogram Facilitator

Tichnical Assistant

Process Enabler

FOCUS

Curriculum

WORKSHEET #1

POSITION

0

ROLE 'RESPONSIBILITIES

Instruction

Personnel

Organizatri,m

Conzaunz,:cy .Relations

6. Budgeting

u'pe'rvision

11 Training

104



Problem Clarification

WORKSHEET/12

AdIVITIES, POSITION

Implementation

/

c.

Goat Setting

Needs Assessment

Evaluation

k. Communication

Conflict ManagementData.

Determining Improvement'

Requirement

m, Wearch

4

Identifying Alternatives

Selecting Means of

Improvement

Developing Means of

Improvement

Organizational Development

d, Othet (Specify),

106



ROLE

FOCUS

ACTIVITY

WORKSHEET #3

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES PROVIDED

TASKS RELATED TO ACTIVITY

NAME

POSITION

TASK REQUIREMENTS,



WORKSHEET #3 -tinued)

TASKS RELATED TO ACTIVITY TASK REQUIRDIEN1S

Know About Know How To

1

109

11.



INSTRUMENT , 12/

Rosenau, F. Priorit Trainin Needs of nkin A ents. San FrancisCO,'CA:
Far West Laboratory, or E ucationa /'esearch And Development, 1977.

e).

A survey-type instrument was prepared by Far .West Laboratory under con-
tract to the NationalAnstitute of Education to begin to sense nationwide.
training priorities as'.peedeiveCbyselected. managers ©f dissemination -type
activities, by-selected linking agents-, and by dissemination. esearChers.\

Note.: The dots and lines,a-renot part of the form, but rather summarize
data based on a .Small sample oflinking,agents and their.superviSors.
Dots indicate modal response for each item. Bars indicate that-
there was -no appreciable difference across the two (or three)
.gariet the bar crosses.



PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS OF LINKING AGENTS.

September 19, 1977

Frequency of- Performance, -your opinionof how
often an educational linking agent would use
the Specific skill on" the job.

Criticality---your opinion of the need today for
training any educational linking agerits in the
specific

.

Improvement Needed-7your opinion'of need for your
ov.1 staff to raise preseht'skili level.



. PRIORITY TRAINING
HELL of tikiKING AGENTS

M AphYsis SKILLS

HelpinglEAs cfa fy, problems; verifying p ceived educa-.

tional problems. ,........ .,. . EE ffff EEIEEN ff I

/

Identifying the key people who should be involved in probleM

definition.ac ivity at a:specific site. f E. . ii . EE.E i ifEEEE . E . i .. ii6i, .. 6!

0

Frequency ,

of

Performance

HIGH "MEDIUM LOW

S

Criticality :Improvement

for of

Effectiveness I. Qir Staff

HIGH

9

MEDIUM LOW

EiE Eqvoli .e . i ....

Documenting/the process of needs tssessment

solving,' including description of-ptobleMs

Assisting ip.translating heeds 'assessment

general problem Statement for communicatto

community

Assisting ocal staff il.developing Or reV

for screen ng or Selectingl&D outcres..

roue problem

es" ..

nformation into.

to key school! 7

:4

ing criteria

Determining .tieed for and' assisting. in search, for existrng

management tools that an be 'used to train and help local

persbnnej to` conduct in-deptUnalyses of theirmee4

'.Agisting local staff/commun'.ty.in producing an analysls' of

site-speciftcprobl,ems based on empiriCal'examination of the

local situation and in establishing priorities regarding

needs/problems . . .
.. . . ..

Identifying ortfessidnals'who'can asSisl, in the, use of grow.

problem-solving techniqueS" .... ....... .. ...... ..,,y. ... .

isramasitiamor
I v ..... .AII . !!l f. It . !i4 es fl6606 l li

v1,011.6.6

Assisting local site in selecting and Wilding a needs

assessmpt,and planning team, teaching cl!ents how to per=

form needs, assess

building level.....

## ...... 66 ......... .......... 464.66
r

Co ndLiCting group problemtsolVing activities,at istrict or Avoilmen#
,.. t. ... . . . .. '. . .

6 1 . 6 6 6 . i ... .. POO,. 1

11.11111.1111.1!vv.!, .vittiv !i EElliti

1i3

0 f f qv. . V .



PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS OF LINKING AGENTS

INFORMATION COLLECTING AND ORGANIZING SKILLS

Dealing with information overload system noise . . . . . . .

Formulating clear, concise needs/problems statements and

retrieval. requests., helping LEAs request informationjn

searchable form . . .. . . , .

.

A

etiieving,documents..and materials from source and

del vering them." . .

Frequency

of

Performance

MEDTUM

Criticality Improvement

for of.

Effectiveness u St ff

H G MEDIUM MEDIUM

. FPF! .,,y4

tiiiiiiII:i Co.4 i I 4 4 .. 0 F

Knowing 'users' preferred formats.4orprint.information

(avoiding technical =ity, " "ERIC,"' njournalese,'. etc.)...... . ",,,,......, . :',"

ContactIng experts/speciAlists'for additional informtion,

guidelinesi and nelp",',-,", ....'..... :. . ...".,, ...

mowing where dem6n5trations and materials may be seen

(esitor,sites, actual_ use - not printed descriptions

Acquiring'infalation' regarding concepts /curricula in use

4 I .. F i F 1,11

.. 44 .

ifi.:
Assisting local,'staff in obtaining tnformation about R&D

loutcoMet which may be reliVant.to theirdefined need or

problem,. . ........ .. .

tlarify)g vague requA s $ li 414 i:ili!!ri
.

H ng.teachers tecome';.aware of infofetion resources

.(tratnjng them in use of resources).. .. .. ..

!fill,.
fir

. 0 4.0 4.4 4 4.. R R.

MINIVEMININ

4

i ..

' 4 14 ..1 0,i



PRIG Y TRAINI OF LINKING AaNTS_

ANALYZING', INFORMATION .SKILLS

Recognizing differences between knowledge-based and non-

knbwledge-based options0.

PAalyzing' exjstinT resource material s

Eringinq together, -OboOle to irk jointly on innovative pro-

jects (merging requests)... . .

, Exami ning4documents 'for. omissions

f.

* * 1 1 * ! .. c.,4 i i

,Derivin.g implicat ns for practice from research`-based`

Information, .. ... r ........ .* g

Es ti mating reali gic per- pupi 1 costs of adopting jar) i nnova.-

17 1441

If

4 i 4.4 0 g e i I 3 4 r g f ! g g

'Helping clients lrif ESEA Title I, IV-C, and -.

application and . ilati on' procedUres . .... i

,ielping-clients use synthesized tnformation." ..

)

`Revi4w1 ng 'materi al's/ideas with cl i en ts .% , " ,

5

4414414 4 414

sinning and underlining important aspects of materials.,
. .

Frequency Criticality .IMproveent:

rof--'. for' of
:Performanci Effectiveness .. Our Staff ''

IIIGH MEDIUM LOW HIGH MEDIUM LOW HIGH MEDIUM LOW

S.
,

.. .,-.....
.

.
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PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS OF (INKING AGENTS

PLAWNG SKILLS

Adapting diffusion: strategy to partictilartarget audiences.

(market segmentation, Ooddct,differentiation, social

marketing research, etc.).

Helping clients with adoption plans (proposals for funding.:

Selecting among various intervention modes...

) '

rganizing. own effort ,and 7, i f ; i

r 9

..... ift!

Helping clients select appropriate solutions. Oom available

knowledge.
= J

'Identifyin'g priority needs for technical services.

.
.

Furnishing/helping generate alternative solutions

Manpging,deliveryAf resources/services .. i. ..

,Knowing when to say no"

Setting priorities for own wotk/budgeting own time

'

FreNency

,

of

,Penformance

Criticatity'

Effectivenesf

for

linorov'emenf
,

. of

Our Staff
. .

1HIGH MEDIUM LOW HIGH' MEDIUM" LOW HIGH MEDIUM .LOW
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PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS OFIN INGJAGENTS

PRQDUC I NG' R1113

Heping change teacher attitudes;....... ... ... ........ .. .

Enlouraging eduCators with similar neets'problems' to meet

together ,and work out strategies

rranging, organizing,, and conducting workshops/meetings.

Knowing how' to provide (or fib technical assistance (ip,,

implementation, staff' devel opment, ,packaging, public .

'.nformation, etc.)

eveloping group deciSion-makinvskills.. .

Anducting a brainstorming.session,.

1.0rkingacrosstbreau/division/program Mnes:in,own a ganiza-

tion regional office, state education agency)

Stimulating interest in edUcational improvement-and envirdn.

Ment far change. ,

Planning and'managing a workshop.

Gaining acceptance for linking program; gaining interest ands

confiden66 of school personnel

Frequency.

,.: of

vRerforMarte ',
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. Effectiveness
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, !RIORITY TRAINING NEEDS OF LAKING AGENTS,

EVALUATING SKILLS

() :

LoCating and arranging for evaluation assistance 4s neces-

SarYi144tigeieig mm gg aaaaa ta,ttiff. .. ... ........

interviewing (face-to-face or telephone) site participants

to Obtain information on their attitudes, interests,

activities, reaction to, or evaluation of the project__

Evaluating program impact. .. .

- Collecting data on product effectiveness, user:satisfaction,

and adaptations,..( .. .. ...... ....

Documenting tyrocess of instaJlation including descrip-

tion of problemS and successes......"...... . .. . ... ... ...,...

Assisting school districts to 'monitor periodiCally and to

.evaluate the ongoing work at locallites to determine that

the installation plan is beingJollowed and is effective,,.,.

Recognizing virtues/limitations of current evaluation/

Validation . .......... ........

Frequency.

of

Performance

HIGH MEDIUM LOW

t ft ..... .

............

t e

Evaluating dissemination impact (cost/benefit analysis),.... .

Assessing feasibility/effectiveness of various alternatives..

Evaluating one's services, impact, activities

. i .. I . ...
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PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS OF LINKING AGENTS,

DISSEMINATION & MARKETING SKILLS

Assisting local site in developing plans for disseminating

information about the pr6ject and in responding to requests

for info'rmation,.., -,

Finding and reaching target audiences; devising publicity

strategies o reach all

4orking with existing diffusion systems:

Locating encouraging other sources of .diffusion help--

funding ag resource/service centers, networks,,,

colleges, private consu = trainers, evaluators, Product

Information ?ackages, teacher and learning centers, teacher

organizations, administrator organizations, professional

associations, etc ,,,

Norking knoledgeably with state/local textbook/materials

adoption (bidding) proceduresstate and Vocal selection,

)rocurement, purchasingallocations/procedures,'regulations,

Comparing/contrasting costs of alternative dissemination

sta egies,

Training dissemination/liaisonpersonnel in client systems,

Obtaining information on local norms (comma ly held beliefs,

attitudes, behaviors),

Clustering clients for service........., . p . . p ..... . 1P4P

Using newsletters as a dissemination mechanism (submitting'

useful tter4,kreezily written, helping to distribute.;

obtaining feedback, ...... . .

125
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PRIORITY TRAINING NEEDS OF LINKING AGENTS

COMMUNICATING SKILLS

Dealing with _communication breakdowps/unexpected.obstacles

Defining and explaining role and function, how to use

ervic . . .. ........ ..

wilding and maintaining communication among client systems,

linker agency, and superordinate (external) dissemination

sources

Conducting effective demonstrations/briefings/show-and-tell;

making informal ,presentations to school or community

personnel,.

Identifying and using group interaction and communication

techniques to facilitate group involvement:. .. .. ............

Explaining materials and thLeir nature'to clients

Establishing. friendly working relations with clients at

-every ...
4001100111111111i /1111

Developing two-way communication channels

F

Listening actively/asking nonjudgmental questions...

Synthesizing/summariOng,. ....

.51,1111

04,1 y14444141444.0'41

FreqC]ency
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Performan 1

Criticality..

for

Effectiveness
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TRAINING NEEDS OF LINKING AGENTS

=IMPLEMENTING SKILLS

shoting" problems that may developrErschool sites

lanning or implementation stages

3 school districts in developing. plan- to institu-

?. the improvements being achieved th gh the

ion project

to gain supportfor change tr.

workshops to specific needs or selected practi-

:readiness, previous experience, etc; ..........

iith adoption committees

g expertise needed tolinstall selected R&D outcomes

oping Odditional linkages with 'state depar6lent

nts, R&D organizaticins, universities, etc., as may

priate /

planAppropriate orientation and/or training for

itizens, and student's who will be affected by the

.. 1 . .............. ...

clients,,locate Federal/state/foundation/other sup-

ry sources to install new programs

clients, organize effective inservice, training.....

to-,build implementation plahs

1 2

Frequency

OT

Performance

-Criticality

for

Effectiveness

Improvemen
of

Our Staff''

HIGH MEDIUM LOW HIGH MEDIUM
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INSTRUMENT #13

Capla Associates, Technidal Assistance Brokerage (TAB) contractor for the
Natidnal.Di) 'Asion Network (NUN). Skills Identification, Rochelle Park,
NJ: Capla Associates, Inc., 1977.

I

o

This set of skills clusters is reproducedv courtesy of the National
Diffusion Network'IT,(NDN) Technical'AssiStance Brokerage contractor, Capla
Associates.' The .categories anditems form an identification questionnaire'
covering specific skill needs and e'xpertenCe-Of linking agents participating
in theADN's.nationwide'activities. Selected portions of,this fOrm mayprove-
useful to managers of othertYpes of dissemination projects. For further ,

information about the NON, write the Division of EduCatiOnal Replication,
U.S.: Office of Education, ROB 3, 400 Maryland Avenue S.W., Washington, DC
:2002;
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tot= 8 Placeian X in the box if you are willing to share your

experience with others: ,

Column 9 = Rate yourself by placing a 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 in the box
based on your experience in providing assistance in the
Skill.
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Comunicationiinteriersonal Relationships

A. Synthesizing and summarizing complex material

_,___

B. Writing letters/memos

C. Using the telephone for ongoing communications

,

0

DeVeloping two-way communication channels

Communication trukdowns (diagnosis and resolution)

,

Oral presentation skill's (making the case and 'definihg the

project's role)



G. Analyzing audiences (communicating with different audiences)

H. Facilitating group interactions

1. 'Dembnstrating materials

J. Organizing and conducting observatons (selective listening)

K. Using persuasion

L. Coping with conflict (dealing with colleagues)

M. Preparing written material for selected target audiences (e,., parents, teachers, administrators,

legislators)

Communicating with Other Tnkers" through meetings, conferences, mail, and telephone

O. Communicating responses (feedback, delivery, and timing)

P. Organizing information needs

tirlQ. Using the media

pdating and modifying materials based on experience

II. Public Relations and Marketing

A. Devising nationwide publicity strategies

,B. Publicizing activities and results in client districts

C, Identifying and informi6 significant others" In decision-makin positions

Developing and lipdating mailing lists

E. Packaging materials for different audienCes

F Prepaiing audio-visual presentations

134
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Achieving visibility

Using brochures and newsletters effectively

:Developing tactics of 'boundary'spanning

J. Analyzing and using incentives

Organization/PTahning:

A. Arranging and organiving workshops:.

B. Targeting information to maximize gains
7

C. Arranging .site visits,

D. Managing the delivery of-resources and services

E. Implementing a program in an adopting district.

,F, Setting goals and objectives and developing work plans

G. Prioritizing activities

H. Pfioritzing client needs

I. Operationalizing the project

J. Modifying the program plan

.K. Chafting activities (flows ,.PERTs, and Gantts

Adoption contracting

M. Adapting the project to meet local needs

Developing a general project approach to dissemination tasks

136



.

O. Arranging ongoing assistarice to, adopter' sites

Analyzing the organizition of the client system

IV. Evaluation /Documentation_

A. Measuring the effectiveness of a workshop and-presentaton

B. Determining the relative merits of different programs

C. Preparing project evaluation design

D. Assisting school districts in monitoring program effectiveness

E. Monitoring adoption sites

F. Evaluating second generation trainers

G. __Preparing an adoption Case history

Using and Supporting longitudinal data

I. Preparing and communicating statistical data

Standardizing recording procedures

1

K. Validating(adoption sites tha se_ ve as D/Ds

L, Implementing- evaluation designs

M. Using evaluation data to modify programs, strategies, materials, and subsegyent evaluations

Identifying exemplary adoptions

O. Assisting- the cltent build a capacity for evaluation



Problem Sol

A. Probing for hidqen agenda

B. Cbructing formal needs assessments (questionnaire development, data analysis, drawing conclusions)

C. Conducting informal needs analysis (reviewing available data, situational analysis, drawing

conclusions)

D. Matching prOrams to district needs

E. Learning client systems (norms, rules, constraints, and leaders)

F. Assessing client motivations and capacity for change

G. Clarifying and achieving consensus on client problems

Identifying key people for decision points

I.TroubleshootingandeducgiWbureaucracy

J. Brainstorming problems with clients:'

K. Avoiding project stagnation

L. Solving problems within the NEN

M. ,Finding available-financial resources to support project adoptions

N Using consultants to olve problems

0 'Assisting the client to build a problem-solving capacity

VI'. Resource Ac uisition Utilization

A.. Contacting out-of-state agenCies

\s/

B Contacting experts foraddttional information

9



C. Acquiring information regarding conceptsi turricul and research

D Obtaining information on rules, policies, and procedures it the local, state, and,federal level

E. _Discovering alternative funding sources

F. Identifying and accessing related sources of support' (universities, funding institutions,resource

service center, regional ,labs, private consultants, teacher organizations, administrator organjza-

lions, and professional groups)

G Working with State Facilitators

H Working with Developer/Demonstrators

I. Identifying related cornercial and non-commertial ed cational materials

J Understanding the conceptual framework of disseMinati n

K! Knowing the literature of4lanned change

VII. Mane ement/Im lementation.

A. UnderstandinCkhistorical context of NEN

B. Understanding the political context of NDN-and its relationshi0o other disemination networks

and projects

A

1

Creating a -psycholo ical,support system for project staff and client staff

Maintaining relationshjps with key agencies and resource centers ,

1

E. Organizational development and maintenance

E--Know4edge..of federal and state statute's and gedelines related to programs

G. Sensing and, monitoring local, state, and federal priorities

H techniques for cash flow (collection and payment procedures

a



I. Budgeting methods (zero-based, cost accounting, PPBS)

-Project accountisg.and state and federal audit procedures

K. Use of grant-related income

L. Copyright laws affecting the project

M. Writing and analyzing contracts.

N. Setting up a consortium of adopters.

0. Establishing filing and record keeping systems

P. jdentifYing and training-turn-key trainers

,Establiihing turn-key demonstration sites

S.

Managing time and money

Managing change'in large districts

T. Establishing an advisory council

U. Changing the project perspective frOm,local .to- national

V. Selecting and training personni

W. Developing. client proposal-writing skills

X. Uiingparental and community input

Y. Writing and utilizing f.eports-

Z1 Developing In erpersonal skills in onetelf.and others


